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1.1 Background 
For every industrial process, it is of paramount interest to assess online the performance 
of the process and to assess the quality of the products made. These issues are very 
relevant to ensure optimal, safe and economically competitive plant operations leading to 
high-quality products. An important first step to achieve this is to formalise the plant and 
production demands in such a way they can be used in industrial practice (i.e. 
numerically). Next, process-optimising procedures must be defined to monitor the state of 
a process, to identify specific deviation from desired behaviour (i.e. process 
malfunctioning) and to control the process in such a way that the production and product 
demands are met or will be met as soon as possible. These three elements together are 
frequently denoted by process control. Much work on process control has traditionally 
been performed in the field of engineering. This can also be seen from the many scientific 
journals in that area: e.g. Chemical Engineering Journal, Chemical Engineering Science, 
Computers & Chemical Engineering, Automatica, Control Engineering Practice, Journal 
of Process Control, or Chemical Engineering & Technology. In addition, chemometrics is 
another scientific field that has contributed significantly to industrial process control, 
although more recently. Its strength is the use of multivariate analysis techniques to 
process data. In general, the field of chemometrics is concerned with the application and 
the development of mathematical and statistical techniques for chemical data analysis. 
This thesis focuses on the application, development, and combination of new 
chemometric approaches for industrial process control. The specific chemometrical focus 
on process control is usually called process chemometrics. In general, process control can 
be divided into three different approaches (Chiang et al., 2001; Venkatasubramanian et 
al., 2003a,b,c):  
 
(1) Data-driven approach in which process data are used to set up statistical approaches to 
track and to optimise the performance of a process. These methods typically make use of 
correlation in data without the necessity to use detailed information of the process 
principles. If these are not taken into account, this approach is often called a ‘black-box’ 
approach. A large advantage is the ability to transform the often high dimensional data 
into a lower dimension still containing important information. A drawback is its 
dependency on the quantity and quality of the data available. 
(2) Analytical approach using mathematical models founded on known principles of the 
process for process evaluation and optimisation. The benefit of this approach is that a 
physical understanding of the process can be incorporated into the models. This leads to 
much valuable process information when using these models. Possible problems can then 
be located more specifically. However, this approach can be extremely difficult when 
dealing with very complicated or large processes. In those cases detailed models are 
required in order to be effective.  
(3) Knowledge-based approach uses qualitative models for process control such as expert 
systems or causal analysis. A link with both the data-driven approach and the analytical 
approach is present: both physical information and historical data can be used to set up a 
process evaluation model. Similar to the analytical approach, the knowledge-based 
approach can be very difficult with large or difficult processes.  
From the description above it follows that the fundamentals of the three approaches to 
process control differ considerably. Typically, process chemometrics focuses on the first 
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approach. It is the assumption-freest approach (requiring the least detailed process 
information) and can be used in cases where the other two cannot. Its drawback is that 
less advantage can be made from specific (physico-chemical) process knowledge. 
However, the distinction between process chemometrics and the engineering approach to 
process control can be very fuzzy due to the exchange of ideas and techniques. For 
example, the approaches used in the field of process engineering are also becoming more 
and more used in the field of process chemometrics. Examples are the use of neural 
networks or the incorporation of process knowledge (e.g. Widrow & Stearns, 1986; 
Ljung, 1987; Luyben, 1990; Stephanopoulos & Han, 1996). 
 
1.2 Process Chemometrics 
In the literature, several reviews have appeared giving an overview of process 
chemometrical approaches and its industrial applications (Wise & Gallagher, 1996; 
Workman et al., 1999, 2001, 2003; Qin, 2003). Important issues concern clearly the 
application of multivariate analysis techniques to process data leading to a contribution to 
process optimisation. The field of process chemometrics has been based importantly on 
the work of Shewhart (1931) who introduced the concept of (univariate) control charts. 
These charts monitor key parameters and it is judged if these deviate significantly from 
pre-defined statistical limits (Figure 1). This approach is traditionally called Statistical 
Process Control (SPC).  
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Figure 1. A Shewhart or an SPC chart in which the values of a key quality parameter is plotted in time. The 
plot shows the mean value of in-control situations (dotted line), its warning limits (dot-dashed lines), and 
the action limits (solid lines). The warning and action limits usually represent 95% and 99% confidence 
intervals, respectively. In this case, all but two measurements fall inside these limits. The black dot falls 
only outside the warning limit, which means that there might be an indication that the quality will be out-
of-control. The square falls outside the action limits, which gives a stronger indication that an out-of-
control situation is occurring. 
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When many key parameters are measured and monitored, each parameter separately 
requires a different SPC chart, which can be very unpractical. Furthermore, an additional 
adjustment step has to be performed to the statistical limits: Bonferroni’s adjustment (e.g. 
Massart et al., 1997). The largest disadvantage, however, is that many simultaneously 
used SPC charts do not take into account important correlations that can exist between 
different parameters. This can lead to situations where measurements are wrongly seen or 
missed as out-of-control. For this reason, a multivariate counterpart to SPC was defined: 
MSPC. Using this approach, multiple parameters are taken into account simultaneously 
by aggregating them into the Hotelling’s T2-statistic (Jackson, 1991). This enables the 
derivation of multivariate statistical quality limits that explicitly take into account the 
correlation structure of the data. In Figure 2, an example is shown where both the MSPC 
limits and the univariate limits are plotted. It can be seen clearly that the MSPC approach 
takes into account correlations between the two parameters. 
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Figure 2. An example of different in-control and out-of-control observations in combination with both 
univariate (lines) and multivariate control limits (ellipse). Four cases can be identified: (A) the observation 
is in-control for both types of limits, (B) the observation is out-of-control for both types of limits, (C) the 
observation is in-control for the multivariate limit but not for the univariate limits, and (D) the observation 
is only in-control for the univariate limits. 
 
In addition, the MSPC approach usually is extended with multivariate projection or 
regression methods such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or Partial Least 
Squares (PLS) (Jackson, 1991; Kresta, 1991; Kourti & MacGregor, 1995). Using these 
methods, it became possible to: (1) use Hotelling’s T2-statistic in cases where the original 
formulation cannot be used due to numerical problems, and (2) to define an additional 
monitoring parameter which gives extra information (Q or Squared Prediction Error, 
SPE). The T2-statistic contains all the significant and systematic information of the 
original parameters while Q contains orthogonal (residual) variance to the T2-statistic. 
The first statistic can be used to test the size of the measurement values while the latter is 
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used to test the multivariate correlation structure of new measurements (i.e. the validity of 
the multivariate model). An example is shown in Figure 3.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. A multivariate control chart: √Q is plotted against the PC1-PC2 space. In this example, the first 
two PCs contain the significant variation while the √Q direction represents the residuals (white noise). The 
box represents the limit values of T2 and √Q. All projections in the box are seen as normal operating 
conditions (NOC) while other projections are seen as out-of-control.  
 
Nowadays, the combination of the T2- and Q-parameters is commonly used for 
multivariate monitoring for both continuous (Qin, 2003) and batch processes (Van 
Sprang et al., 2003). From these papers, it can be seen that modified approaches do exist 
but they all stem from the same principle. Furthermore, the T2- and Q-parameters can 
play an important role, not only for fault detection (does a fault occur), but also for the 
closely related steps of (Qin, 2003): fault identification (which fault occurs), fault 
diagnosis (what is its cause), fault estimation (what is its magnitude), and fault 
reconstruction (what correction is required). 
 
1.3 Process Monitoring with Multivariate Statistical Process Control  
As stated above, important quality indicators in industries are both the behaviour of a 
process and the quality of the products made. The former can be represented by 
measuring process parameters, which can indicate possible deviations from desired 
process operation (e.g. the pressure difference of a filter as a measure of filter 
contamination or the viscosity of a polymer in a certain process part). Product quality is 
represented by specific product parameters, such as the amount of broken filaments in a 
produced yarn or the fraction of a specific compound in a mixture. Usually, these 
parameters can be derived in two ways (Figure 4; De Weijer, 1995; Swierenga, 2000). 
The first way to obtain them is to measure the characteristics of interest directly, which 
can be a very laborious task. The second approach is to extract these product quality 
parameters from parameters that can be measured easily but only give indirect 
information (e.g. properties from process parameters or from spectra). In this approach, 
the use of multivariate calibration (MVC) is inevitable to regress the indirect 
measurements to the parameters of interest. Related to this, calibration methods can also 
be used to perform a dynamic regression in which future parameters are predicted on 
PC2 
PC1 
√Q 
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basis of current and past parameter values (time series prediction). This approach can be 
very beneficial because future quality indicators are obtained that possibly facilitate the 
prevention of malfunctioning.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. The relation between a process, its product and the properties that define the quality of a product. 
The properties can be derived directly from the product or indirectly using MVC. With multivariate 
calibration, two pathways can be defined: (1) deriving the properties from indirect product measurements 
(e.g. spectroscopic methods), and (2) deriving properties from process parameters. In the latter approach 
time series prediction can be performed in which future properties are defined from current and past 
process parameters. 
 
Hence, when using MSPC in process control three approaches can generally be 
distinguished: (1) monitoring process parameters to ensure safe and optimal performance 
of the process itself, (2) monitoring product quality parameters measured directly to 
ensure high-quality products, and (3) monitoring quality parameters derived on basis of 
calibration methods as a measure for product quality.  
 
The common element in these approaches is the extraction of the T2- and Q-statistics 
using multivariate analysis techniques (i.e. MSPC). Therefore, in order to judge the 
accuracy of the monitoring procedure, the MSPC method used should be evaluated 
critically. Furthermore, as discussed before, the use of the calibration methods has also an 
influence on the monitoring accuracy. For this reason, below first the assumptions are 
discussed that made when using MSPC followed by a discussion of MVC with respect to 
process monitoring.   
 
1.4 Assumptions of Multivariate Statistical Process Control 
In the past, MSPC has been used successfully for monitoring purposes and for process 
control in general (Wise & Gallagher, 1996; Workman et al., 1999, 2001, 2003; Qin, 
2003). Despite of these good results, three important considerations can be made 
reflecting the cause why this approach does not always work optimal.  
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• Linear Dimension Reduction 
The first cause is the use of PCA or PLS as multivariate projection methods to represent 
the original data on a smaller set of orthogonal axis. These methods are based on finding 
a linear combination of the original axis whereas a nonlinear mapping might be more 
efficient, especially if parameters are correlated nonlinearly. Many of the nonlinear 
mapping alternatives are based on auto-associative (bottleneck) neural networks and 
appear to work more accurately (e.g. Kramer, 1991; Qin & McAvoy, 1992; Martin et al., 
1996; Kurtanjek, 1999; Daszykowski et al., 2003a,b). Except for nonlinear mapping these 
methods also allow linear mapping, or nonlinear regression. Currently, however, no 
nonlinear mapping and regression approaches have been used to monitor future quality 
parameters derived from time series prediction.  
 
• Final Dimensionality 
When using a dimension reduction technique, it is very important to find the optimal 
number of reduced dimensions relevant to describe the data. This applies to the linear 
approaches as well as to the nonlinear ones. For example, when using neural networks the 
optimal number of hidden or bottleneck neurons has to be found similar to the optimal 
amount of principal components or PLS factors. Nijhuis et al. (1997) and De 
Maesschalck (2000) discuss this problem together with several possible solutions for the 
application of PCA in MSPC. In practice, however, the appropriate size of the reduced 
dimension is often judged heuristically on basis of the total variance explained. 
 
• Assumption of Normality 
The last problem is concerned with the assumptions made when using the T2-and Q-
parameters for process evaluation. These parameters are based on a historical database 
representing normal operating conditions (NOC). From this database the theoretical 
distributions and percentile limit values are derived for both T2 and Q. However, when 
using these distributions it is assumed that the NOC data stem from one normal 
distribution. So, if this assumption is not valid the shape of the NOC data cannot be 
described accurately. Hence no accurate process and product evaluation can be made. In 
order to describe nonnormally distributed NOC data well, several approaches have been 
suggested. These are based on the Parzen window method which is also called the Kernel 
Density Estimation (KDE) method (Martin & Morris, 1996; Doymaz et al., 2001; Webb, 
2002). The drawback of these methods is that on every data point an identical Gaussian 
density function is imposed. The data set is then described with as many Gaussians as 
data points. More advantageous would be the situation where the NOC data are described 
only by a limited set of basis functions where the quality of the description can be 
evaluated statistically. 
 
1.5 Limitations of Multivariate Calibration in Relation to Process Monitoring 
Multivariate calibration is used frequently in the field of chemometrics and the possible 
techniques are very divers (Massart et al., 1997). The applications and limitations 
encountered in the field of process chemometrics are not essentially different from the 
ones encountered in the general field of chemometrics. Most popular is the use of PLS 
because of its good performance, ability to deal with correlated input data, and of its 
global and unique solution. The major disadvantage of this method is its limited ability to 
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model nonlinear relations. Much research has been conducted on PLS to study important 
calibration issues such as model transferability or its robustness to known and unknown 
external interferences (e.g. Wülfert et al., 1998; Swierenga, 2000; Witjes et al., 2000, 
2001). It has been found that in several cases its performance could be improved by 
removing interferences or by performing feature selection. Furthermore its limitations are 
also shown for cases in which nonlinear approaches might perform better. A well-known 
class of nonlinear calibration techniques are neural networks that are also used in the field 
of chemometrics (Despagne & Massart, 1998). For process controlling purposes, neural 
networks are often integrated in ‘knowledge-based’ process control schemes. However 
their use as a calibration technique has been shown to be beneficial as well. One of the 
most advantageous characteristics is their ability to model both linear and nonlinear 
relations and the large variety in their designs. To illustrate, specific types of recurrent 
neural networks can be defined for different situations which is frequently seen for time 
series prediction (Mandic & Chambers, 2001). Unfortunately, their disadvantages can 
also be important because neural networks are trained iteratively which usually does not 
lead to global or unique solutions. Furthermore, defining the proper type and architecture 
of a network can also be a very tedious task.  
 
1.6 Support Vector Machines 
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are a very promising alternative to the calibration 
methods described above. These have originally been developed as a binary classification 
method but their approach can be extended easily for regression purposes (Vapnik, 1995, 
1998). An important advantage of SVMs is the capability to deal with high dimensional 
and correlated input. Furthermore, nonlinear relations can be modelled easily by the use 
of a so-called kernel. In contrast to neural networks, the final SVM model is global (it has 
the smallest prediction error) and often unique (there is only one global solution). Despite 
of these benefits, SVMs have not yet been used for calibration tasks in the field of 
(process) chemometrics. More recently, Least-Squares SVMs (LS-SVMs) have been 
proposed as an alternative to SVMs (Suykens et al., 2002). Their major advantage is that 
the model is found quickly by solving a set of linear equations whereas SVMs require a 
more intensive nonlinear approach. In this way, LS-SVMs combine the nonlinear 
modelling power of the SVM with a linear, simple and fast approach to find the model.  
 
1.7 Aim and Outline of this Thesis 
Based on the discussion above, the research outlined in this thesis addresses two process 
chemometrical topics concerning process and product quality monitoring (fault 
diagnosis). The first topic relates to the efficiency and the assumptions made when using 
MSPC. As a possible alternative to the linear mapping approach of PCA and PLS, the 
efficiency and the performance of auto-associative neural networks are investigated. 
Special attention is paid to the efficiency of these methods when performing fault 
diagnosis on future product quality parameters. Furthermore, mixture modelling for 
model-based clustering is investigated as an approach to describe the NOC data in cases 
where the assumption for normality does not hold. The second topic deals with the use of 
SVMs in process monitoring. First, its use for time series prediction is compared to 
standard methods such as autoregressive moving average models and recurrent neural 
networks. In this comparison, the issues of model optimisation and the generalisation 
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ability of the different approaches have been taken into account. Second, the use of 
SVMs as a method for nonlinear calibration is shown to derive product quality 
parameters from indirect product information. For example, two industrially important 
problems are considered. In the past these could not be solved adequately by PLS. These 
cases address: (1) the possibility to use cheaper measurement devices leading to lower 
resolution data, and (2) the performances of calibration techniques if measurements are 
affected by unknown and nonlinear interferences. Third, the use of LS-SVM is shown 
and discussed as a newer type of SVM for calibration. A comparison to regular SVMs is 
carried out on the prediction performances and optimisation issues.  
 
Summarizing, the topics of this thesis can be formulated in two main research questions:  
 
1. Can the efficiency and the performance of fault diagnosis by MSPC be improved by a 
novel combination of (new) statistical and chemometric methods? 
2. Can SVMs improve the contribution of multivariate calibration techniques to the field 
of process chemometrics both practically and theoretically? 
 
While addressing these topics, research was conducted on actual (semi-)industrial 
problem cases both with an attempt to solve them but also to use them as an illustration 
for broader applications. The applications range from a simulated continuously stirred 
tank reactor and the analysis of a ternary mixture to two different real-world industrial 
applications for spinning processes of polymer fibres and a copolymerisation reaction. 
The research conducted is described in chapters consisting of several papers. Chapter 2 
shows the usefulness of nonlinear mapping when using MSPC. Chapter 3 describes an 
approach to perform process monitoring avoiding the assumption of normal distributed 
data. The performance of SVMs and a comparison with standard methods for time series 
prediction is described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 deals with the power of SVMs as a 
nonlinear calibration technique and compares the results to PLS. LS-SVMs are discussed 
and their performances for multivariate calibration are shown in Chapter 6. Finally, 
Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and discusses some unanswered questions and 
possibilities for future research. 
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Nonlinear Process Monitoring Using Bottle-Neck Neural Networks 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In industry and laboratories, statistical process control (SPC) is often used to check the 
performance of processes. The need for multivariate statistical process control (MSPC) becomes 
more important as the number of variables that can be measured increases. It is common practice 
to use principal component analyses (PCA) or partial least squares (PLS) to construct multivariate 
control charts. However, PCA and PLS are linear in nature whereas many processes exhibit 
nonlinear relations between the process parameters and the quality parameters (i.e. the settings 
and the product). An example of such a nonlinear relation is the value of the pH as a function of 
the input flow of an acid and a base. In this chapter the first approach of a novel method is 
presented which uses the center hidden neurons of a bottle-neck neural network to perform 
nonlinear MSPC. The output of the bottle-neck network are the reconstructed input set and a 
predicted dependent set. Furthermore, a special case of a bottle-neck neural network (an auto-
associative neural network) is also used for nonlinear MSPC. The output of auto-associative 
neural networks is a reconstruction of the input set. 
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2.1 Introduction 
Quality control is an important objective in chemometrics and it aims at maintaining the 
quality of: (1) process instruments using calibration methods, and (2) the process itself 
using statistical process control and dynamic modelling (Wise & Gallagher, 1996). This 
chapter presents the first approach of a novel method aiming at the second application of 
quality control. 
 
In industry and laboratories, statistical process control is used to assure a situation in 
which the output of a process meets a specific demand. A process usually is characterised 
by a set of input parameters and a set of output parameters. The input parameters or 
process parameters define the settings of the process at each time and thereby define the 
output of a process. Quality parameters are output parameters that are characteristic for 
the product and they have to meet some specific demands in order for the product to have 
an acceptable quality (e.g., yield, mass throughput, etc.). 
 
Statistical process control (SPC) charts such as the Shewhart chart, cumulated sum 
(CUSUM) plot and the exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) chart are well 
established and frequently used statistical procedures for monitoring stationary univariate 
processes. The assumption behind them is that a process subject to only natural 
variability in the process parameters will remain in a state of statistical control unless a 
special event occurs (Howarth, 1995; Kresta et al., 1991). The control charts represent 
several statistical hypothesis testing procedures aimed at detecting the occurrence of a 
special event as quickly as possible. 
 
The need for multivariate statistical process control (MSPC) to check the performance of 
processes is becoming more important as the number of measured variables increases (i.e. 
a process usually is characterised by multiple process variables which can be numerous 
and correlated). The principles behind MSPC procedures, however, are the same as those 
applied to SPC. As with the Shewhart Charts, for example, an appropriate reference set is 
selected which defines the normal operating conditions (NOC; i.e. natural variability) for 
a particular process (Kresta et al., 1991). The major benefit of MSPC compared to SPC is 
that the correlation between the original variables is considered, which decreases the 
chance to miss an out-of-control situation due to the correlation in the data set. This 
means that a measurement can be in control in all univariate charts whereas it is an out-
of-control situation. The opposite situation can also occur: a measurement is out-of-
control for one or more univariate charts but in control in a multivariate chart. In general, 
using several univariate charts for monitoring a multivariate process increases the chance 
of assigning false out-of-control situations. Traditionally, this is corrected by using 
Bonferroni limits. However, when using MSPC, this is no longer required (Massart et al. 
1997). Another advantage is that each original variable no longer needs to be monitored 
with a separate chart, which leads to a more orderly control procedure and probably less 
mistakes. Some examples of the usage of MSPC are monitoring the homogeneity of a 
powder mixture on-line using NIR spectroscopy (De Maesschalck et al., 1998), checking 
the response of a gas chromatograph analysing the fatty acid composition in Soya-maize 
oil (Nijhuis et al., 1997), and monitoring batch processes based on three-way models 
(Louwerse & Smilde, 2000). Furthermore, in the case in which both process parameters 
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and quality parameters are measured, process analysis improves if these variables are 
both taken into account (Kourti & MacGregor, 1995; Skagerberg et al., 1992). 
 
Usually, MSPC tools are based on principal component analysis (PCA) or partial least 
squares (PLS). MSPC-PCA is used when only process parameters or quality parameters 
are available, while MSPC-PLS is used when both process parameters and quality 
parameters are available. A major problem when using PCA or PLS in MSPC is to 
determine the significant number of latent variables. Several methods to solve this 
problem are discussed by Nijhuis et al. (1997) and De Maesschalck (2000). In industry 
and laboratories, many processes are nonlinear (e.g. pH in relation to input flow of a 
weak acid and a strong base, or the formation of substances in a second or higher order 
kinetic system). If such systems are analysed using PCA or PLS, which are linear 
modelling methods, nonlinear effects can become partly visible in the higher latent 
variables. This can trouble the determination of the optimal number of significant latent 
variables.  
 
However, for analysing nonlinear systems, Kramer (1991), Kurtanjek (1999), and Martin 
et al. (1996) suggested to use an auto-associative neural network to perform a nonlinear 
data reduction similar to PCA.  
 
In this chapter, a first attempt is shown in which the principle of nonlinear PCA and 
nonlinear PLS based on neural networks is extended for the construction of control charts 
similar to MSPC. In the case of nonlinear systems, it is assumed that nonlinear MSPC is 
more accurate (i.e. less false negative and false positive warnings) and more effective (i.e. 
less latent variables are needed to characterise the system) than standard linear MSPC. 
 
2.2 Theory and Experimental 
 
2.2.1 Data Used 
In this chapter, two data sets are used for analysis with nonlinear MSPC. The first data set 
stems from a simulated system that is often used in the field of neural networks as a 
benchmark system (Bhat & McAvoy, 1990). This benchmark system shows the dynamic 
response of pH in a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR). The CSTR is depicted 
schematically in Figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. A schematic representation of the CSTR-pH (Bhat & McAvoy, 1990). 
Input NaOH solution: 
- F1 (flow) 
- C1 (concentration) 
Input HAC solution: 
- F2 (flow) 
- C2 (concentration) 
Output: 
- pH 
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The CSTR has two input streams, one containing sodium hydroxide and the other acetic 
acid. For each of these streams, two parameters can be set: (1) the flow, i.e. the volume 
per time unit, and (2) the concentration. In this system, the output flow equals the sum of 
the two input flows. A dynamic model for the pH in the tank can be obtained by writing 
mass balances on Na+ and total acetate (HAC and AC-), and assuming that acid-base 
equilibria and electroneutrality relationships hold true (Figure 2).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. The chemical relations underlying the dynamic model of a continuously stirred tank reactor. 
 
The parameters of the CSTR considered are shown in Table 1 and are based on the 
parameters used by Bhat & McAvoy. However, the approach in this study differs slightly 
from the original approach because the initial concentration of total acetate and sodium 
hydroxide and the flow rate of sodium hydroxide are set to lower values. This will ensure 
that the pH varies in a limited region without changing the principle of the CSTR 
proposed by Bhat & McAvoy.  
 
Table 1. The steady-state input parameters, initial conditions and the output. 
Parameters used in the simulation Value 
Volume of the tank 1000  l 
Flow rate of sodium hydroxide (F1)  415   l·min-1 
Concentration of sodium hydroxide (C1)  0.05  mol·l-1 
Flow rate of acetic acid (F2)  81     l·min-1 
Concentration of acetic acid (C2)  0.32  mol·l-1 
Initial sodium concentration in the tank  32.4  mol·l-1 
Initial total acetate concentration in the tank  43.5  mol·l-1 
 
A training and test database was developed similar to the approach used by Bhat & 
McAvoy. First a steady-state situation was set. After that, the four input parameters (F1, 
C1, F2, and C2) were forced with a percentage of perturbation upon their steady-state 
values. The range of perturbation equals the 99.5% probability interval of a normal 
distribution with zero mean (Table 2). In this way, a training set and two test sets were 
Total acetate balance: 
( ) [ ] [ ]
dt
ACtotdVACtotFFCF =⋅+− 2111  
Sodium ion balance: 
( ) [ ] [ ]
dt
NadVNaFFCF
+
+
=⋅+− 2122  
 
Acetic acid equilibrium: [ ] [ ] [ ] aKHACHAC ⋅=⋅ +−  
 
Water equilibrium: [ ] [ ] wKOHH =⋅ −+  
 
Electroneutrality: [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]−−++ +=+ ACOHHNa  
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made. The training set and test set 1 both contain only normal operating conditions and 
are used during the training stage of the CSTR model, for calibration and avoiding 
overtraining, respectively. Test set 2 was generated using an experimental design with 
two levels and four factors and is used to check the performance of the trained model in 
new situations, both normal and out-of-control. The first and second levels correspond to 
normal operating conditions and out-of-control situations, respectively. Both sets consist 
of 1000 data points. An experimental design was used to assure that every combination of 
in control and out-of-control for each input parameter was captured in the data set. For 
each combination, fifty data points are sampled leading to 800 objects. The pH output 
was predicted one up to eight steps into the future (quality parameters 1 to 8). In the 
system simulations, a time step of 0.4 minutes is used. In Figure 3, the pH at the first time 
step in the future is shown as a function of the process parameters contained in the 
training set, test set 1, and test set 2. 
 
Table 2. The characteristics of the data sets used. 
Data set Situation 99.5% probability interval 
Training set  Normal Operating Conditions ± 2.5 % 
Test set 1 Normal Operating Conditions ± 2.5 % 
Test set 2 (level 1) Normal Operating Conditions ± 2.5 % 
Test set 2 (level 2) Out-of-control   ± 10  % 
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Figure 3. The pH on time step one in the future as a function of  (1) the training set (upper part), (2) test set 
1 (centre part), and (3) test set 2 (lower part).  
 
The second data set used has been described by Nijhuis et al. (1997) and was used in a 
MSPC. These data stem from a chromatographic method used for the quantification of 
the total content of trans fatty acids in vegetable oils by capillary gas chromatography. 
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The analytes that were used are C16:0, C18:0, C18:1, C18:2, and C18:3. Nijhuis et al. 
have divided the total set into a training set and a test set. The same data sets are also 
used in this chapter. 
 
2.2.2 Multivariate Control Charts 
Traditionally, the multivariate extension of the Shewhart control chart is a weighted 
Mahalanobis distance of any data point with respect to the target τ. This is usually called 
a T2-chart which is based on Hotelling’s T2-statistic (Jackson, 1991; Kourti & 
MacGregor, 1995):  
 
( ) ( )ττ −−= − xSxT T 12         (1) 
 
In the equation above, x is a (k x 1) measurement vector following a k-dimensional 
multivariate normal distribution, τ is the target value and S is the covariance matrix. 
When the number of measured quality parameters (k) is large, one often finds that they 
are highly correlated with each other and their covariance matrix is almost singular 
(Kourti & MacGregor, 1995; Nijhuis et al., 1997). In this case, principal component 
analysis (PCA) is often used to reduce the dimensionality of the data (Jackson, 1991; 
Wold, 1978). When PCA is applied on the observation matrix X, this matrix is 
decomposed in scores (ti) and loadings (pi) as follows: 
 
∑
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Furthermore, the X matrix can usually be approximated by using only A (< k) PCs instead 
of k, where e is the residual: 
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Hence, this specific feature of PCA can be used to calculate the T2-statistic in such a way 
that the covariance matrix no longer has to be inverted (Kourti & MacGregor, 1995): 
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In this equation, sti2 is the variance of the scores ti and the residual (e) is assumed to 
contain only Gaussian white noise. Here, the first element of the right side of the 
expression is the value estimated from A principal components and the second element, e, 
is the residual T2. For this reason, multivariate process control based on PCA consists of 
two charts: an estimated T2-chart which monitors the multivariate distance of a new 
measurement from the target value in the reduced PC space and a residual T2-chart. The 
residual T2 usually is squared and called the Q-statistic. This statistic then is monitored 
using a squared prediction error chart (i.e. SPE-chart) with which the deviation from the 
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PC model can be monitored (Jackson, 1991; Kresta et al., 1991; Kourti & MacGregor, 
1995; Nomikos & MacGregor, 1995).  
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For monitoring purposes, it might be beneficial to monitor both quality parameters of a 
product, Y, and process parameters, X because special events in Y that might occur will 
also have their fingerprints in the process data (Kourti & MacGregor, 1995). 
Furthermore, in practical circumstances process parameters are measured more frequently 
than quality parameters. In that case, partial least squares (PLS) can be used to estimate 
the quality parameters. The estimated T2-chart then is made up using the PLS-factors 
(similar to PCA) and the SPE-chart monitors the squared error between the estimated 
quality parameter value and the true one: 
 
( )2yˆyQPLS −=          (6) 
 
A theoretical statistical distribution can be derived for both the T2-statistic and the Q-
statistic. The characteristics of these distributions are obtained from the training set which 
ideally contains exclusively the normal operating conditions and thus is cleared from 
abnormal situations. Consequently, the distributions represent the normal operating 
conditions. From these distributions, a quantile can be derived (representing a certain 
level of significance, α) which can be used as a limit to test the hypothesis if new events 
stem from that specific distribution. If this hypothesis is rejected for a certain data point, 
the corresponding event is considered to be out-of-control. In the sections below, a 
description is given how the distributions and the limits of the different statistics can be 
derived. 
 
T2-limits 
The distribution that is followed by the T2-statistic depends on what is known about τ and 
S. Tracy et al. (1992) state that three situations can be distinguished:  
 
1. If one assumes that τ and S represent the true population mean (µ) and covariance 
matrix (Σ), respectively, then T2 is distributed as a Chi-square distribution with k degrees 
of freedom: 
 
22
kT χ∝           (7) 
 
2. If, on the other hand, one assumes that the ith (of in total m observations) yi is 
independent of both τ and S, then T2 (times a constant) follows an F distribution with k 
and m – k degrees of freedom: 
 
( )( )
( ) ( )kmkFknn
knnT −
−
+−
∝ ,
112
        (8) 
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3. However, during the start-up stage of the process neither of the assumptions above 
hold true and a different distribution has to be used. The start-up stage is the stage in 
which a reference data set is collected to represent the NOC and from which the control 
limits can be calculated. In this stage, T2 can be described by a Beta distribution (times a 
constant) with parameters 0.5k and 0.5(m – k – 1):  
 
( ) ( )
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 −−−
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2
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,
2
1 22 pmkB
m
mT        (9) 
 
In the experiments in this chapter, the F distribution was used because the ith observation 
can be assumed to be independent of both τ and S that are derived from the training set 
(Nijhuis et al., 1997; Tracy et al., 1992). The resulting upper control limit (UCL) can 
then be calculated as follows: 
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SPE limits 
Concerning the limits for the SPE-chart, Box (1954) proved that the exact distribution of 
the SPE statistic equals: 
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Where r and λi are the rank and the real nonzero eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of 
e, respectively, and νi is the component’s degrees of freedom. Because this is a laborious 
approach, Box also showed that this distribution can be approximated well by: 
 
2
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Here the weight g and the degrees of freedom h are both functions of the eigenvalues of 
Σ, i.e. functions of the first and second cumulant of Q. Next, Nomikos & MacGregor 
(1995) proposed to base g and h on the matching (first and second) moments of the first 
and second cumulants which leads to: 
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Consequently, the UCL for the SPE-chart is calculated as follows: 
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In addition, Jackson & Mudholkar (1979) developed another approximation for the exact 
distribution of the residual which is used by Wise & Gallagher (1996) and Westerhuis et 
al. (2000). In this chapter, Box’s approach is used, which has also been used by Nijhuis et 
al. (1997) and Nomikos & MacGregor (1995). 
 
2.2.3 Nonlinear Multivariate Control Charts Using Bottle-Neck Neural Networks  
As was discussed above, two types of MSPC are commonly used: (1) MSPC based on 
PCA if either process parameters or quality parameters are known, and (2) MSPC based 
on PLS (or other predictive regression-like techniques) if both process parameters and 
quality parameters are known. In this section, a neural network approach was suggested 
for each of those situations. Considering the first situation, an auto-associative neural 
network is used to characterise the high dimensional input data by the neurons of the 
bottle-neck layer, representing a lower dimension (Kramer, 1991; Martin et al., 1996; 
Kurtanjek, 1999). An auto-associative neural network is a special case of a bottle-neck 
neural network (BNN) in which the output is an estimation of the input (Figure 4). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Network architecture of an auto-associative neural network used as a basis for MSPC in which 
only the process parameters are available (comparable to MSPC-PCA). 
 
From this auto-associative neural network, the output of the bottle-neck neurons is 
monitored in a T2BNN-chart whereas the residuals from the estimated and the real process 
parameters or quality parameters are monitored using an SPEBNN-chart. The T2BNN-chart 
and the SPEBNN-chart are similar to the regular T2-chart and the SPE-chart, respectively.  
 
For the situation in which both process parameters and quality parameters are known, a 
general BNN is used in which the real process parameters are used to estimate both the 
quality parameters and the process parameters (Figure 5). Recently, Kropas-Hughes et al. 
(2000) have used a similar network structure for data fusion and classification purposes. 
From this network, three control charts are set up. Two of them contain only information 
from the process parameters (i.e. the output of the bottle-neck neurons in a T2BNN-chart, 
and the process parameter residuals in an SPEBNN-chart). The third chart comprises 
information from the quality parameters by monitoring the residuals between the true and 
estimated quality parameters in a second SPEBNN-chart. 
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. 
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Figure 5. Network architecture of a general BNN used as a basis for MSPC in which both process 
parameters and quality parameters are available (comparable to MSPC-PLS). 
 
2.3 Software and Hardware 
All analyses were performed using a Sun Ultra 10, using Matlab version 5.3 (The 
Mathworks). The neural networks were implemented using the Neural Network Toolbox 
(version 3). 
 
2.4 Results and Discussion 
 
2.4.1 Determination of the Control Limits 
When using a Shewhart control chart (which is univariate), it is common practice to set 
the warning limits to ± 2σ and the action limits to ± 3σ, where σ represents the standard 
deviation of the training set. Given a normal distribution, these limits correspond to an 
upper percentile of 95.4% (i.e. α = 0.046), and an upper percentile of 99.7% (i.e. α = 
0.003), respectively. Similarly, for the MSPC approaches and for the BNN approaches, 
significance levels of 0.046 and 0.003 are used for the warning and action limits, 
respectively. In Tables 3 and 4, the control limit values are shown. Table 3 shows the 
limits for the situation in which only quality parameters are available (Chromatographic 
data, Nijhuis et al., 1997). Note that Nijhuis et al. only used an UCL with a level of 
significance of 0.05.  
 
Table 3. The control limit values for the analysis of chromatographic data of which only quality parameters 
are available. 
Level Upper Control Limit (UCL) MSPC ANN 
UCLT2 16.5937 15.9098 Warning 
UCLSPE 17.5906 0.0886 
UCLT2 13.2745 7.2581 Action 
UCLSPE 9.2831 0.0487 
 
In Table 4, the limits are shown for the continuously stirred tank reactor data in which 
both process parameters and quality parameters are known. The control limits can differ 
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Real process parameters 
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slightly for the different approaches because the training set is subject to different 
numerical operations, leading to different characteristics for the distributions and to 
different squared prediction errors (which is also seen in the scales of Figure 6).  
 
Table 4. The control limit values for the analysis of the CSTR data of which both process parameters (PP) 
and quality parameters (QP) are available. 
Level Upper Control Limit (UCL) MSPC BNN1 BNN2 BNN3 
UCLT2 PP 29.9868 11.4204 11.4204 11.4204 
UCLSPE PP 4.1302 0.1674 0.2650 0.2417 
 QP 1 1.2557 1.2703 1.3047 1.2796 
 QP 2 1.9879 1.9088 1.9727 2.0317 
 QP 3 2.5777 2.4110 2.5170 2.4830 
UCLSPE QP 4 2.9021 2.6695 2.8383 2.7573 
 QP 5 3.1208 2.8895 3.0463 2.9261 
 QP 6 3.2767 3.0482 3.2249 3.1021 
 QP 7 3.4553 3.2955 3.4242 3.2679 
Warning 
 QP 8 3.6055 3.4759 3.5690 3.5422 
UCLT2 PP 40.1218 18.1456 18.1456 18.1456 
UCLSPE PP 9.2200 0.4650 0.6763 0.5938 
 QP 1 2.8339 2.8037 2.9623 2.8392 
 QP 2 4.4192 4.3057 4.4297 4.6602 
 QP 3 5.8495 5.5875 5.7071 5.6906 
UCLSPE QP 4 6.5637 6.0986 6.4313 6.3494 
 QP 5 6.9793 6.5354 6.8032 6.5824 
 QP 6 7.2356 6.8040 7.1658 6.9662 
 QP 7 7.6472 7.4315 7.6439 7.2827 
Action 
 QP 8 8.0454 7.8562 7.9939 8.0188 
 
2.4.2 Data Set 1: Chromatographic Data 
The chromatographic data described by Nijhuis et al. (1997) was analysed using both an 
auto-associative neural network (ANN) and MSPC-PCA. For MSPC-PCA, similar to 
Nijhuis et al., the number of significant principal components is selected to be two. The 
optimal structure of the ANN was found to be 5-3-2-3-5 in which all layers contain a 
sigmoidal transfer function. The networks have been trained with five different initial 
weight sets using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Hagan & Menhaj, 1994; Massart 
et al., 1997). From these five resulting auto-associative neural networks, two of them 
were the same and were used in the analyses. About 200 training epochs were sufficient 
to reach an optimum during training. From Kolmogorov-Smirnov testing, it appeared that 
the residuals from the auto-associative neural networks were normally distributed.  
 
Figure 6 shows the T2-charts and the SPE-charts for both the MSPC-PCA and the ANN. 
In these charts the axis are not the same but this is due to different mathematical 
operation during the analyses. Furthermore, Table 5 shows the data points that were 
found to be out-of-control using SPC while Table 6 shows the analyses of the data using 
MSPC. 
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Figure 6. The T2-charts and the SPE-charts for the MSPC and the ANN. The solid lines represent the 
action limits while the dotted lines are the warning limits. In the sub-figures, the y-axes differ due to the 
different methods of analyses. 
 
Table 5. The data points found to be out-of-control for the five parameters using SPC. 
Parameter Warning Level (± 2σ) Action Level (± 3σ) 
C16:0 21 5,22,23 
C18:0 - - 
C18:1 1 - 
C18:2 1 - 
C18:3 3,6 - 
 
Table 6. The data points found to be out-of-control for analyses with MSPC and the ANN. 
Warning level Points out-of-control 
 T2-chart SPE-chart 
MSPC-PCA - 23 
ANN - 6,16,21 
  
Action level Points out-of-control 
 T2-chart SPE-chart 
MSPC-PCA - 11,16,21,22 
ANN  22,23 3,5,22,23 
 
With SPC, points 1, 3, 6, and 21 exceed the warning level. With MSPC-PCA and the 
ANNs, less data points were found to exceed the warning level. Considering the action 
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level, with MSPC-PCA and the ANNs, more data points exceed the action limit 
compared to SPC. Compared to SPC, the MSPC-PCA does not detect data points 1, 3, 5, 
and 6 at all for either the action level or the warning level but additionally finds data 
points 11 and 16. Compared to SPC, the ANNs do not find point 1 at all but find point 16 
in addition. Furthermore, it can be seen that some data points are found to exceed the 
warning level using one method but in another method exceed the action limit. Given the 
results from Tables 5 and 6, it can be seen that slightly different situations occur in the 
monitoring of the parameters. A criterion to judge these differences is still under 
investigation.  
 
2.4.3 Data Set 2: Continuously Stirred Tank Reactor 
The data of the CSTR was analysed by both MSPC-PLS and BNN. The input to both 
methods consisted of a moving window of process parameters and quality parameters of 
two previous time steps. The output is the prediction of the quality parameters one to 
eight steps into the future. For MSPC-PLS, the optimal number of PLS-factors was 
determined by a leave-one-out crossvalidation procedure and was found to be three for 
the prediction of the pH and eight for the reconstruction of the input. The optimal 
structure of the BNN was found to be 10-8-5-8-12 in which all layers contain a sigmoidal 
transfer function. The BNNs have been trained with five different initial weight sets. 
From these five resulting BNNs, two of them did not perform optimal (i.e. predicted test 
set 1 with a relative high error), while the other three performed equally well. The BNNs 
have been trained using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. About 300 training epochs 
were sufficient to reach an optimum during training. From Kolmogorov-Smirnov testing, 
it appeared that the residuals from the auto-associative neural networks were normally 
distributed.  
 
In Figure 7, a part of the results is shown from the analysis of the quality parameter (pH) 
predicted one time step into the future for both the action and the warning limit. For each 
separate parameter a Shewhart chart could be used to set a demand which points should 
be found to be out-of-control. The reason to use a Shewhart chart to set the demand was 
that it was not known exactly what points are out-of-control. This again was caused by 
the way the perturbation was implemented in the system. A complete overview of the 
results of Figure 7 is given in Table 7. The three BNNs perform similarly and meet the 
demand closely for the action level. For the warning level, however, the method performs 
much less. The MSPC-PLS approach performs worse because less out-of-control points 
were correctly found and given the observation that the number of false positives is 
higher for both the action limit and the warning limit.  
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Figure 7. The SPE charts for the quality parameter at time step one in the future. Both the SPEBNN chart 
and the regular SPE chart are shown. The action limits are depicted with solid lines and the warning limits 
are shown with dotted lines.  
 
Table 7. The percentage of out-of-control points found for the quality parameters (QP) at different time 
steps in the future. 
Warning level Correct out-of-control points (%) False positives (%) 
 BNN MSPC-PLS BNN MSPC-PLS  
 Mean sd  Mean  sd   
QP 1 27.1 4.2 18.8 72.3 3.8 79.7 
QP 2 29.2 5.7 27.1 71.8 6.4 76.5 
QP 3 30.6 2.1 22.8 70.9 3.8 77.7 
QP 4 33.8 2.1 22.8 68.2 2.7 79.6 
QP 5 37.9 9.7 31.5 62.8 9.4 68.3 
QP 6 40.9 3.2 35.6 61.5 3.3 65.8 
QP 7 51.3 2.2 36.6 51.8 3.1 66.0 
QP 8 54.0 2.8 40.7 46.4 1.1 59.6 
Action level Correctl out-of-control points (%) False positives (%) 
 BNN  MSPC-PLS  BNN  MSPC-PLS 
 Mean sd   Mean  sd   
QP 1 78.6 5.0 38.1 45.5 2.2 62.4 
QP 2 80.2 4.4 50.0 39.9 2.7 51.2 
QP 3 80.7 5.2 59.8 36.8 3.4 42.1 
QP 4 81.8 4.7 60.3 34.8 2.7 41.7 
QP 5 80.8 3.3 68.3 33.3 6.1 34.3 
QP 6 81.1 2.7 70.2 32.3 4.1 34.2 
QP 7 86.3 3.2 73.2 23.5 4.8 25.7 
QP 8 88.7 2.3 81.3 21.1 3.1 22.0 
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Table 8 shows the results of the analysis of the process parameters. The approach using 
univariate charts to determine a demand is not valid in this case because the process 
parameters are correlated which is not taken into account by the univariate charts. Hence, 
it is not possible yet to judge the quality between the differences of the different 
monitoring methods used by means of a similar criterion. A data point is considered to be 
out-of-control if it exceeds either the UCL of the T2-statistic or the UCL of the Q-
statistic, for both the MSPC approach and the BNN approach. From Table 8 it can be 
seen clearly that there do exist differences if the data are analysed using different 
methods. It can also be seen that the largest differences in out-of-control points found 
occur between MSPC-PLS and the BNNs. Figure 8 shows the T2-chart and the SPE-chart 
for MSPC and the T2BNN-charts and the SPEBNN-charts for the three BNNs. For each 
chart, only 200 data points and the action limits are shown to avoid the figure from 
getting unreadable.  
 
Table 8. The number of out-of-control points found for the process parameters.  
Warning level Points out-of-control 
MSPC-PLS 101  
BNN 1 86 
BNN 2 84 
BNN 3 81 
  
Action level Points out-of-control 
MSPC-PLS 525 
BNN 1 568 
BNN 2 577 
BNN 3 584 
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Figure 8. The control charts used to analyse the CSTR data. In the subplots, only the action limit is shown.  
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2.5 Conclusions 
The study described in this chapter is a first attempt to use nonlinear multivariate 
statistical process control using (1) bottle-neck neural networks (BNN), and (2) a specific 
type of the BNNs: an auto-associative neural network (ANN). The ANN approach has 
been used in a preliminary attempt to analyse chromatographic data described by Nijhuis 
et al. (1997) in a similar way as multivariate statistical process control based on PCA 
(MSPC-PCA). This data contains only quality parameters. When comparing analyses of 
the data by SPC, MSPC-PCA, and ANN, clearly some differences could be observed but 
from the data it is not known what points should be found out-of-control (i.e. the 
differences found cannot be judged). Furthermore, bottle-neck neural networks have been 
used to analyse data from a continuously stirred tank reactor (Bhat & McAvoy, 1990). 
The results of these analyses have been compared to the results obtained from MSPC-
PLS. Using these methods, both process parameters and quality parameters could be 
analysed simultaneously. Considering the analyses of the quality parameter, it appeared 
that the BNNs performed better than MSPC-PLS because more out-of-control points 
were found correctly and less false positives were found than for the MSPC-PLS (see 
Table 7). For the analyses of the process parameters, it also appeared that different 
methods lead to different results but again no quality criteria were available yet to judge 
these results. Therefore, only the preliminary results were shown. An important subject of 
further research is to derive objective or heuristic quality criteria to judge the different 
results of the monitoring methods used. This research issue is currently under 
investigation.  
 
Furthermore, several other aspects of (standard and neural network based) multivariate 
statistical process control are currently under investigation by the authors but have not 
been addressed in this study. These aspects include the explicit assumption that the data 
are distributed normally when the control limits are derived as described in Section 2.2. 
However, this is not necessarily true. It is investigated if these assumptions may lead to 
the detection of false positives and false negatives and if other assumption-free methods 
can be used to set up control limits which primarily use a density based approach instead 
of rigidly assuming a certain distribution (e.g. based on Maximum Likelihood theory or 
Bayesian statistics). Next, it has to be investigated what kind of out-of-control situations 
are detected in the different (T2BNN and SPEBNN) charts and how a specific cause can be 
derived from the nonlinear latent variables.  
 
Because the perturbations are derived randomly, it is worthwhile to investigate if the 
differences are significant that have been found using the different methods. Next, it may 
also be very important to investigate the robustness of the different methods in case when 
measurement errors are present. Finally, the continuously stirred tank reactor that was 
analysed is a multiple input, single output (MISO) system. Differences between the 
different monitoring techniques may become larger in multiple input, multiple output 
(MIMO) systems. This may especially be the case if different parameters are correlated in 
a nonlinear way.  
 
Despite these observations, the preliminary results presented in this chapter indicate that 
neural networks provide a useful tool in monitoring chemical processes and systems. 
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When performing process monitoring, the classical approach of Multivariate Statistical Process 
Control (MSPC) explicitly assumes the Normal Operating Conditions (NOC) to be distributed 
normally. If this assumption is not met, usually severe out-of-control situations are missed or in-
control situations can falsely be seen as out-of-control. Combining mixture modelling with MSPC 
leads to an approach in which nonnormally distributed NOC regions can be described accurately. 
Using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm, a mixture of Gaussian functions can be 
defined that, together, describe the data well. Using the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), the 
optimal set of Gaussians and their specific parameterisation can be determined easily. Artificial 
and industrial data sets have been used to test the performance of the combined mixture 
modelling-MSPC approach (MM-MSPC). From these applications, it has been shown that MM-
MSPC is very promising: (1) a better description of the process data is given compared to 
standard MSPC, and (2) the clusters found can be used for a more detailed process analysis and 
interpretation. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Statistical Process Control (SPC) charts are well-known tools for monitoring process 
behaviour, e.g. the univariate Shewhart chart or the multivariate PCA-based combination 
of Hotelling’s T2-chart and the Q-chart. The aim of these charts is to detect whether a 
process deviates significantly from a pre-defined quality level: the so-called Normal 
Operating Conditions (NOC). Detection is performed by statistically testing if current 
process measurements deviate significantly from the NOC. For this purpose parametric 
hypothesis tests are used, explicitly assuming a normal distribution.    
 
Both univariate SPC and Multivariate SPC (MSPC) have been applied successfully in 
many chemical applications (Kresta et al., 1991; Kourti & MacGregor, 1995; Nomikos & 
MacGregor, 1995; Nijhuis et al., 1997; Rius et al., 1998). However, in order to properly 
perform the underlying hypothesis tests, the data constituting the NOC have to originate 
from a normal distribution. This is not always the case. If (M)SPC is used in cases where 
this assumption does not hold, inaccurate evaluations of the process quality are made. 
This leads to situations where significant deviations from the NOC can be missed and 
proper process behaviour can be seen as out-of-control. In the past, nonparametric 
methods have been proposed and used to overcome the assumption of normality. These 
methods aim at describing the NOC more accurately in cases where this assumption is 
not valid. These approaches have been based on the Parzen window method (Parzen, 
1962; Webb, 2002) which is also called the Kernel Density Estimation method (KDE). 
When using KDE, each training point is designated as a unit centre and an identical basis 
function (the kernel) is constructed at each centre. A data set is then described by 
calculating the densities of each data point for the set of kernels. A certain limit density 
then describes the total shape of the data. Usually, the kernel is selected to be a Gaussian 
function. For example, Doymaz et al. (2001) use the KDE approach for defining the NOC 
while Martin & Morris (1996) modified this approach in order to select a nonparametric 
kernel based on bootstrapping. A possible drawback of the KDE approach is that 
differences in local densities cannot be modelled well due to the identical spherical 
kernels used. Furthermore, the width of the kernel has to be determined using a method 
like crossvalidation which can be computationally intensive.  
 
In this chapter, model-based clustering, also known as mixture modelling, is proposed to 
describe the NOC in the multivariate PCA space without making assumptions concerning 
its shape (Fraley & Raftery, 2002a; McLachlan & Peel, 2000). In mixture modelling, the 
NOC is described as a limited sum of probability distributions that are each represented 
by a single Gaussian. However, each Gaussian can be parameterised differently, leading 
to the situation where locally different densities can be described well. Furthermore, each 
Gaussian can be considered as a cluster present in the data. In this chapter, mixture 
modelling for process monitoring has been performed in the PCA space to enable a fair 
comparison between PCA-based MSPC and to enable the use of the additional Q-
parameter. Additionally, it will be shown that (sets of) cluster(s) can be used for more 
detailed process analysis. The use of mixture modelling for process monitoring and 
process analysis is illustrated on both simulated problem cases and an industrial dry-jet 
wet spinning process of Twaron fibres.  
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3.2 Multivariate Statistical Process Control Charts 
When many process parameters have to be monitored simultaneously, the use of 
univariate SPC has some drawbacks. First, as many control charts as parameters have to 
be defined, which is very unpractical. Second, multiple SPC charts together do not take 
into account correlations that might exist between parameters. In order to circumvent 
these drawbacks, MSPC has been developed. Using this approach, multiple parameters 
are taken into account simultaneously by aggregating them into the Hotelling’s T2 
statistic (Jackson, 1991). This enables the derivation of multivariate statistical quality 
limits that explicitly take into account the correlation structure of the data. Moreover, the 
MSPC approach usually is extended with multivariate projection methods such as 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Jackson, 1991; Kourti & MacGregor, 1995). 
Using PCA, it became possible to use MSPC in cases where the original formulation 
cannot be used due to numerical problems and to define a second monitoring parameter 
which gives extra information. This is described below in more detail. 
 
When performing multivariate process monitoring on the basis of PCA, the data matrix X 
(n objects × k variables) is divided into two parts. The first part is taken to represent 
structural variation of X and the second part contains only residuals (Kourti & 
MacGregor, 1995): 
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In this formula, T and P are the scores and loadings, respectively, A is the number of 
significant principal components (PCs) explaining structural variation and E is the 
residual part. The first monitoring parameter is Hotelling’s T2-parameter and it is 
estimated from the scores t, defined by the first A PCs. This statistic contains all the 
significant and systematic information of the original parameters and it can be used to test 
the size of the measurement values. If the original data are normally distributed, T2 is 
known to follow a weighted F-distribution with A and n-A degrees of freedom (Kourti & 
MacGregor, 1995): 
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The second monitoring parameter is the Q-parameter of the PCA-model (also called the 
squared prediction error). This parameter contains orthogonal (residual) variance to the 
T2-statistic and can be used to test the multivariate correlation structure of new 
measurements (i.e. the validity of the multivariate model). The Q-parameter follows a 
weighted Chi-square distribution (Kourti & MacGregor, 1995): 
 
2
h
T gEEQ χ∝=          (3) 
 
The weight g and the degrees of freedom h are calculated from the mean (m) and the 
variance (υ) of the Q-values of the training set: g = ½υm-1 and h = 2m2υ-1.  
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The first step when performing MSPC is to select a data set that represents the NOC (the 
training set) well. This set is used to set up a PCA model, to calculate the moments for T2 
and Q and to derive their limit percentiles. For these limit values, usually the 95-
percentiles are chosen. New measurements are decomposed into a T2sample and a Qsample 
using the moments and the eigenvectors of the training set. The new measurement is seen 
to represent an out-of-control situation if at least one of the limit percentiles is exceeded. 
Hence, from the principles of MSPC, it follows that describing the NOC data is critical 
for MSPC to work accurately. Moreover, MSPC depends strongly on the assumption of 
the NOC data to be distributed normally which is not necessarily the case. 
 
3.3 Mixture Modelling 
The theory of mixture modelling, or model-based clustering, has been described 
extensively by Fraley & Raftery (2002a) and McLachlan & Peel (2000) and therefore will 
only be discussed briefly in this section. When using mixture modelling, the data are 
described by a mixture of probability distributions (clusters). Usually Gaussians are used 
(Figure 1). The division of the data into clusters might then be used for classification 
purposes, where a specific class can be described by multiple probability distributions 
(e.g. Wehrens et al., 2002). 
 
Figure 1. For a two-dimensional data set the density contours of three Gaussians (thin lines) and a mixture 
of the three (thick line) are shown. 
 
The first step in the clustering procedure is to estimate two types of parameters from the 
data: (1) the moments of the Gaussians (µc and ∑c: the mean and the covariance matrix of 
Gaussian c, respectively), and (2) the mixture parameters (τc: the proportion of Gaussian 
c in the mixture, i.e. the fraction of objects in cluster c). For one data point, xi, the density 
from Gaussian c can be calculated as follows (in which k denotes the dimension of the 
data): 
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The total density for that specific data point is a weighted sum of the densities of G 
individual Gaussians (the mixture): 
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This parameter will later in this chapter be referred to as DMM: the density estimated 
from mixture modelling. The likelihood over all n objects as a function of the Gaussians’ 
moments and the mixture parameters can be used to show how well the total data is 
described by the mixture.  
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The optimal parameter values correspond to the ones that maximise the likelihood. 
However, when calculating the likelihood it is necessary that the class label of each data 
point is (already) known. In other words, µc, ∑c, and τc have to be estimated from the data 
underlying Gaussian c (i.e. cluster c). If it is not known what data points belong to what 
clusters, these labels also have to be estimated (i.e. the data are incomplete). In order to 
find both the class labels, the best Gaussian parameters, and the mixture parameters, the 
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm is used (Fraley & Raftery, 2002a; McLachlan 
& Peel, 2000). The first step in this algorithm is to give a first estimation of the class 
label for each object using hierarchical clustering. Next, the EM algorithm iterates 
between an M-step which optimises the maximum-likelihood parameters, given an 
estimate of class membership, and an E-step which adapts the estimate of class 
membership given the estimates from the M-step: 
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The parameter zic can be seen as the conditional probability that object i belongs to class 
c. The iteration between the E and M steps is done until convergence is reached. Note 
that by definition the sum of all conditional class probabilities equals one. After 
convergence, class labels can be derived, if necessary, from the zic values: objects are 
assigned to the class having the highest zic value. The uncertainty of designating a certain 
data point i to a cluster is assessed by: 1-maxc(zic).  
 
To limit the number of parameters to estimate, it is possible to apply restrictions to the 
shapes, volumes, and sizes of the individual Gaussians. Several examples are shown in 
Table 1. For example, it is possible to use only spheres with the same radius (i.e. 
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extremely restricted, EII), or ellipsoids with different volumes, shapes, and orientations 
(i.e. completely unrestricted, VVV). For example, for the unrestricted case, the 
parameters that need to be estimated are: (1) the mixing proportion of each Gaussian (G-1 
parameters), (2) the k-dimensional mean of each of the G clusters (kG parameters), and 
(3) the parameters of the (symmetrical) covariance matrix for each cluster (½G(k2+k) 
parameters). For the most restricted case (EII), only the mixture proportions, means, and 
one value for the diagonal have to be estimated: G-1 + kG + 1 = G(k+1). To illustrate, if 
EII is used with 5 clusters on 12-dimensional data, 64 parameters have to be estimated. 
However, if VVV is used on the same data set with the same number of clusters, 454 
parameters have to be assessed. 
 
Table 1. The characteristics of some parameterisations of probability distributions used. Additionally, the 
total number of parameters (np) to be estimated is shown with α = G(k+1) – 1 and β = ½(k2+k), where k is 
the dimension of the data and G the number of clusters. This table is based on Banfield & Raftery (1993), 
Celeux & Govaert (1995), and Fraley & Raftery (1998). 
 Distribution Cluster 
volume 
Cluster 
shape 
Cluster 
orientation 
Number of 
parameters (np) 
EII Spherical Equal Equal - α + 1 
VII Spherical Variable Equal - α + k 
EEE Ellipsoidal Equal Equal Equal α + β 
VVV Ellipsoidal Variable Variable Variable α + Gβ 
EEV Ellipsoidal Equal Equal Variable α + Gβ - (G-1)k 
VEV Ellipsoidal Variable Equal Variable α + Gβ - (G-1)(k-1) 
 
The user has to select the number of clusters to consider, as well as the parameterisation 
types. To pick the best combination, several criteria can be used. An often-used criterion 
is the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC; Schwarz, 1978):  
 
nnLBIC p lnln2 −=          (8) 
 
In this equation, L is the likelihood, n the number of objects and np the total number of 
parameters to be estimated. A high BIC value is obtained when the data are described 
accurately (a high value of L) with only few parameters. A standard strategy is to 
calculate the BIC for a range of parameterisations and numbers of Gaussians. The best 
possibility is seen as the one with the maximal BIC value. 
 
3.4 Software 
The MCLUST package is used to perform mixture modelling (Fraley & Raftery, 2002b). 
The original software has been written for S-plus (http://www.insightful/splus) and can 
be obtained from the world wide web (http://www.stat.washington.edu/mclust). In this 
chapter, version 1.7.0 (April 2003) for R (http://www.r-project.org) was used. 
 
3.5 Combining Mixture Modelling with MSPC for Process Monitoring  
As discussed above, describing the NOC data is a crucial first step for process 
monitoring. If the data cannot be described accurately, the moments and the limits of the 
NOC cannot be estimated accurately either. For this reason, this section first compares 
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the approaches and the performances of standard MSPC and mixture modelling for data 
description. Next, the approach to perform process monitoring with a combined mixture 
modelling MSPC approach is explained.  
 
As an illustration, two artificial data sets are used that both consist of objects drawn from 
a two-dimensional mixture of two Gaussians (Table 2). It should be stressed that even 
though the separate clusters in both data sets are distributed normally, the two data sets as 
a whole are not. 
 
Table 2. Characteristics of the two-dimensional normal distributed clusters in the two artificial data sets. 
These sets are used to illustrate the performance of mixture modelling. 
 Cluster Mean Variances Covariance Samples 
1  (-3,0) 0.5 - 1000 Data set 1 2  (0,0) 4, 5 4 500 
1  (-2,0) 1 - 1000 Data set 2 2 (2,0) 1, 3 - 1000 
 
When using both mixture modelling and the approach of standard MSPC, it can be seen 
that the results differ enormously (Figure 2). For mixture modelling, using the BIC 
values, the proper model type and number of clusters can be identified: two clusters 
differing in volume, shape, and orientation (VVV). The resulting mixture density contour 
of the data, representing the 95-percentile, agrees very well with the true shape. Using the 
standard MSPC approach, the data cannot be described accurately with the 95% 
confidence interval. These solutions found are affected by parts of data that have a higher 
density (data set 1) or by the different positions of subgroups (data set 2). For both data 
sets, on the one hand MSPC cannot describe parts of the data while on the other hand it 
includes empty space within its description. When performing process monitoring this 
obviously leads to many false negatives (falsely ignoring out-of-control situations) and 
false positives (falsely detecting out-of-control situations).  
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Figure 2. The performance of mixture modelling and the standard MSPC approach for describing 
nonnormally distributed data. The upper and lower rows of subplots relate to data sets 1 and 2, respectively.  
 
The aim of this chapter is to combine mixture modelling and MSPC (MM-MSPC) to 
perform process monitoring. The main difference between MM-MSPC and MSPC is the 
derivation of the parameter describing the systematic process variance, which is T2 for 
MSPC. For MM-MSPC, this new parameter is based on Equation 5 and it is the weighted 
sum of the densities of the individual Gaussians in the mixture. For process monitoring, 
this parameter will be called DMM: the mixture modelling density. This parameter is 
calculated from the mixture model based on the first A significant principal components. 
In contrast to MSPC, the limit value for this parameter cannot be calculated from a 
specific distribution but has be derived numerically. This is done by taking a certain 
percentile density value from the training set (usually the 95-percentile). Using DMM, an 
observation is seen to represent an out-of-control situation if its density is smaller than 
the limit density. In other words, in that case it is likely that the measurement does not 
belong to the total mixture of probability distributions. For both MSPC and MM-MSPC 
also the Q-statistic is calculated (Equation 3) which is the same for both methods. 
 
3.6 Industrial Process Data  
Twaron fibres are used for life protection gear (bullet proof vests and helmets), 
reinforcement of tires, cut protective cloves, hoses, optical fibre cables, and brake linings. 
These Twaron fibres are produced by a dry-jet wet spinning process (Hearle, 2001; 
Picken et al., 2001). This process starts with a mixture of poly(p-phenylene 
terephthalamide), PPTA, and concentrated sulphuric acid (100%). The solvent (sulphuric 
acid) is solidified by cooling and it is mixed with PPTA powder to form a solid solution. 
In an extrusion-like process the material is intensively mixed and, via a filter, the 
spinning dope is extruded from spinneret holes into fine filaments. Coagulation of the 
filaments (precipitation) takes place in the spinning bath, which consists of diluted 
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sulphuric acid. The sulphuric acid is removed from the filaments during coagulation and 
washing and finally the yarn is dried. The results of this process are high tenacity and 
high modulus yarns. As final step the yarn produced is wounded onto a bobbin. In this 
production process, 23 process parameters have been measured. These include various 
temperatures, revolutions of pumps and mixer, power consumptions and pressures at 
different stages in the process. For proprietary reasons, the process parameters cannot be 
specified. The values of the process parameters are the mean values of these 23 
parameters, measured in a certain time interval. This interval reflects the time required to 
produce a full bobbin of yarn. Furthermore, for each bobbin also a quality parameter was 
measured: the number of fluffs on the yarn. When a fluff occurs, the yarn itself is not 
broken but some of the filaments are. Obviously, the more fluffs occur, the lower the 
quality of the yarn produced.  
 
In order to test the methods of MSPC and MM-MSPC, the available data have been 
divided into a training set and two test sets (Figure 3). In these data, the NOC is 
represented by the training set (385 objects × 23 variables) and test set 1 (42 objects × 23 
variables). Test set 2 (95 objects × 23 variables) represents out-of-control objects and has 
been chosen on the basis of expert knowledge. Because the division of the NOC into the 
training set (90%) and test set 1 (10%) is performed randomly, this selection of data and 
the corresponding analysis will be done 10-fold. Furthermore, a data set can be defined 
which is an intermediate set between the NOC and test set 2: the so-called ‘grey set’ (428 
objects × 23 variables). The total quality of this set is undefined but it contains both in-
control and out-of-control measurements. 
 
Test set 2’Grey set’Training set 
 & Test set 1
Fluff count (a.u.)
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eq
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nc
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Figure 3. A histogram of the quality parameter. The NOC is represented by training set 1 and test set 1. 
Test set 3 is used to represent the worst 10% of the total data. The quality of the ‘grey set’ is undefined. 
Note that the lowest fluff count possible is zero. Transitions from one data group to another are indicated 
by dashed vertical lines. 
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3.7 Results and Discussion 
This section shows the results when applying both MSPC and MM-MSPC for industrial 
process monitoring. The first step for both methods is to derive a PCA model after 
autoscaling. It appears that during the 10-fold analysis, the number of significant PCs 
(12), the model (VVV), and the number of clusters (5) do not vary while the explained 
variance slightly does (91.9 – 92.5%). The data from the significant PCs are used for 
MSPC to calculate T2 while MM-MSPC performs the mixture modelling to calculate the 
DMM parameter. A PC is considered to be significant if it explains at least 2% of 
variance. It is not surprising that model VVV is selected to be the best one: there are 
enough data points available to estimate the cluster parameters and it allows the most free 
cluster description. In practice, and especially for ‘real-world’ data, clusters can be very 
different from each other.  
 
For one of the 10 examples, Figure 4 shows how both MSPC and MM-MSPC describe 
the data using a 95% confidence interval and the 95% density contour, respectively. In 
contrast to Figure 2 the quality of the data description cannot be seen fully from this 
figure because it only shows 2 from the 12 significant PCs, respectively. In the 
dimensions shown, both methods do include empty regions in their description although 
the effect is exaggerated due to using only 2 PCs for visualisation. It can also be seen that 
the shape of the two large groups with their tails is modelled by the MM-MSPC 
approach. The MSPC approach is based on the total mean and the total covariance matrix 
while the shape of the data is not taken into account explicitly.   
 
PC1 (32%)
PC
2 
(15
%)
Describing the NOC
 
Figure 4. Describing the NOC on basis of the training data. In grey the MSPC description is shown while 
the black contour shows the MM-MSPC result. 
 
With the help of the calculated limits, the number of out-of-control situations was 
evaluated for test sets 1, 2, and the grey set. Figure 5 shows the percentages of out-of-
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control objects found from the 10-fold analysis. The percentages presented are based on a 
combination of the T2-parameter (MSPC) or the DMM (MM-MSPC) with the Q-statistic. 
For all cases, the Q-statistic is the same for both methods and for test set 1, on average it 
contributes 2.9% (MSPC) and 1.4% (MM-MSPC). For test set 2, 7.7% and 1.1% are 
contributed for MSPC and MM-MSPC, respectively. For the ‘grey set’, the Q-statistic 
adds most for MSPC (21.8%) while for MM-MSPC, this is 4.9%. 
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Figure 5. The percentages of out-of-control objects found on basis of T2 for MSPC (grey) and DMM for 
MM-MSPC (black). For test set 1, the ideal percentage (5%) is indicated with a black horizontal line. For 
test set 2 the optimal result is 100% while for the ‘grey set’, no such criterion can be defined. 
 
From the figure, it can be seen that MM-MSPC outperforms MSPC because 
approximately the same number of out-of-control points are found for test sets 1, while 
(much) more out-of-control points are found in test set 2. For test set 2, the mean error 
rates are 14.3 ± 3.2% (MSPC) and 14.0 ± 3.4% (MM-MSPC). For test set 2, the mean 
results are 27.7 ± 0.7% (MSPC) and 78.0 ± 14.5% (MM-MSPC). It appears that the 
individual MM-MSPC results are always better than the MSPC results but in general it 
shows a higher standard deviation. This is caused by MM-MSPC results ranging from 
57.9% up to 95.8% while the individual MSPC results range from 26.3 – 28.4%. 
 
Additionally, the number of training objects have been evaluated that are seen to be out-
of-control on basis of MSPC (with limits adapted according to Tracy et al., 1992). These 
results are not shown but it appears that MSPC finds more than the expected 5% out-of-
control training values (13.6 ± 0.5%). This is caused by the fact that in standard MSPC no 
accurate description of the NOC data is possible. Using MM-MSPC, this is not the case 
because DMMlim is set manually to the 95-percentile training value. However, in MSPC 
also a limit value can be set manually to the 95-percentile on basis of the training set but 
this will lead to a situation in which even less true out-of-control points will be found.  
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When evaluating the grey data set for both MSPC and MM-MPSC it can be seen that 
MM-MSPC finds 45.4 ± 4.5% out-of-control values on basis of DMM while the Q-
parameter contributes another 5.9%. On basis of T2, MSPC only finds 8.2 ± 0.3% out-of-
control points while the Q-parameter adds 21.8%. For one example, Figure 6 shows the 
results of evaluating the objects from the grey region by both MSPC and MM-MSPC. 
First, MSPC in-control objects have a lower quality (more fluffs) than the out-of-control 
objects, which clearly is incorrect. MM-MSPC out-of-control objects have higher fluff 
counts than in-control objects, as one would expect. MM-MSPC objects on average have 
a lower number of fluffs than MSPC in-control objects; the reverse is true for the two 
classes of out-of-control objects. Although the samples for this grey area cannot be 
considered as simple in-control or out-of-control objects, these results indicate that MM-
MSPC performs much better than MSPC for this data set. 
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Figure 6. A box plot of the fluff counts for the out-of-control and in-control situations found when 
evaluating the grey data set. The box plot shows the minimal and maximal values of each set, together with 
the 25-, 50-, and 75-percentiles.  
 
In addition to the step of process monitoring, the evaluation of MM-MSPC clusters might 
also be useful for more detailed process analysis. Note, however, that a certain class 
(characterised by distinct process features) may be represented by more than one cluster. 
In other words, sometimes several separate in-control process states can occur which can 
each be described by one or a combination of Gaussians.  
 
Figure 7 shows the amount of fluff counts per cluster after classifying one of the 10 
examples of the training set. It can be seen that one of the clusters (number 3) contains 
the lowest fluff counts of the training set. When mapping test set 2 (all true out-of-control 
objects) into these 5 clusters, no test objects are mapped into cluster 3. When validating 
these results by process experts, the most important deviating parameters for this cluster 
could, at least partly, be related to known relations between these parameters and high 
quality fibres (low fluff counts). So, it appears that the clusters can be divided into two 
groups: one with relatively high fluff counts containing out-of-control objects and one 
group with opposite characteristics. The differences found for these different groups can 
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give indications in practice for further process improvement. Unfortunately, due to 
proprietary reasons, the physical relations between these groups and low fluff counts 
cannot be given. Finally, when performing a cluster analysis on basis of the other 
samples, similar observations can be made (not shown here).  
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Figure 7. A boxplot showing the number of fluff counts per cluster for one example of the training set.  
 
If it is known that the data consists of different process states (operating points) and each 
state can be assigned to one cluster, standard MSPC could also be performed on the 
separate clusters. However, if many process states are present, MSPC also has to be 
performed many times. Unfortunately, this situation is exactly one of the disadvantages 
of SPC compared to MSPC. Furthermore, in a convex NOC space as defined by MSPC, 
the shortest route between any two measurements is always located inside of the NOC. 
For concave spaces (as defined by MM-MSPC), this is not necessarily the case. This 
means that the shortest route from one in-control situation to another one can possibly be 
seen as out-of-control. In our case, this was a situation that was hardly encountered: the 
transitions between most in-control measurements were also in-control. Transitions from 
one cluster to another one occurred inside of the NOC region.  
 
3.8 Conclusions  
This chapter shows the combination of mixture modelling for model-based clustering in 
MPSC as a method for process monitoring. This approach, MM-MSPC, enables the 
identification of different clusters and therefore allows nonnormally distributed NOC data 
to be described as a mixture. Using two artificial data sets and an industrial data set, it 
could be concluded that both methods perform similar when evaluating in-control 
measurements. However, on the one hand, MM-MSPC was much better able to correctly 
find the out-of-control situations. On the other hand, MM-MSPC is also more sensitive 
than MSPC to data points that are removed from areas that are already sampled with a 
low density. Nevertheless, almost all MM-MSPC results were better than the MSPC ones. 
When analysing a data set with unknown quality, the results of MM-MSPC also appeared 
to be much more likely than MSPC’s results. In addition, indications have been given that 
groups of the clusters found can give indications for further process analysis. This has 
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been based on the fact that different groups reflect significant different characteristics. 
These results could be validated partly by expert’s knowledge. 
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Chapter 4  
 
 
Using Support Vector Machines for Time Series Prediction 
 
 
Time series prediction can be a very useful tool in the field of process chemometrics to forecast 
and to study the behaviour of key process parameters in time. This creates the possibility to give 
early warnings of possible process malfunctioning. In this chapter, time series prediction is 
performed by support vector machines (SVMs), Elman recurrent neural networks, and 
autoregressive moving average (ARMA) models. A comparison of these three methods is made 
based on their predicting ability. In the field of chemometrics, SVMs are hardly used even though 
they have many theoretical advantages for both classification and regression tasks. These 
advantages stem from the specific formulation of a (convex) objective function with constraints 
which is solved using Lagrange Multipliers and has the characteristics that: (1) a global optimal 
solution exists which will be found, (2) the result is a general solution avoiding overtraining, (3) 
the solution is sparse and only a limited set of training points contribute to this solution, and (4) 
nonlinear solutions can be calculated efficiently due to the usage of inner products. The method 
comparison is performed on two simulated data sets and one real-world industrial data set. The 
simulated data sets are a data set generated according to the ARMA principles and the Mackey-
Glass data set, often used for benchmarking. The first data set is relatively easy whereas the 
second data set is a more difficult nonlinear chaotic data set. The real-world data set stems from a 
filtration unit in a yarn spinning process and it contains differential pressure values. These values 
are a measure of the contamination level of a filter. For practical purposes, it is very important to 
predict these values accurately because they play a crucial role in maintaining the quality of the 
process considered. As it is expected, it appears that the ARMA model performs best for the 
ARMA data set while the SVM and the Elman networks perform similarly. For a more difficult 
benchmark data set the SVM outperforms the ARMA model and in most of the cases outperforms 
the best of several Elman neural networks. For the real-world set, the SVM was trained using a 
training set containing only one tenth of the points of the original training set which was used for 
the other methods. This was done to test its performance if only few data would be available. 
Using the same test set for all methods, it appeared that prediction results were equally well for 
both the SVM and the ARMA model whereas the Elman network could not be used to predict 
these series.  
 
 
 
 
U. Thissen, R. van Brakel, A.P. de Weijer, W.J. Melssen, L.M.C. Buydens 
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4.1 Introduction 
Process chemometrics typically makes use of process parameters consecutively measured 
in time (a time series). Historical time series can be used to construct control charts that 
monitor current process measurements and evaluate if they meet specific quality demands 
(i.e. facilitating early fault detection). Furthermore, the statistics used to set up control 
charts can also facilitate the very important aspect of fault diagnosis. However, none of 
these methods are able to prevent non-normal process operations. For the prevention of 
process malfunctioning, it is important to predict the value of key process parameters in 
future and try to adapt them in advance. 
 
Predicting the dynamic behaviour of a process in time as a function of process input 
parameters usually is called process identification and can be seen as regression with a 
time component. The step of process identification is a necessary predecessor before 
adapting process parameters to avoid unwanted process functioning (process control). 
Another useful approach is time series prediction in which future parameter values are 
predicted as a function of its values in the past (autoregression with time component). 
Using time series prediction it is possible to study the behaviour of key parameters in 
future and to give early warnings of possible process malfunctioning. 
 
Both control charts and predicting techniques can be used for process chemometrics but 
different requirements are set on the data. When using control charts, the time series have 
to consist of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random values from a known 
distribution. This means that the series have to be uncorrelated with the same distribution 
for all measurements or have to be transformed as such because this distribution is used 
to perform fault detection (Rius et al., 1998). In contrast, predicting parameters in time 
cannot be performed without a relation being present between past, current and future 
parameter values (explicit autocorrelation in time).  
 
The goal of this chapter is to use a Support Vector Machine (SVM) for the task of time 
series prediction. SVM is a relatively new nonlinear technique in the field of 
chemometrics and it has been shown to perform well for classification tasks (Burges, 
1998), regression (Smola & Schölkopf, 1998) and time series prediction (Müller et al., 
1999). Useful references, data and software on SVMs are available on the internet 
(www.kernel-machines.org). For the task of classification, Belousov et al. (2002) 
compare the performance of SVMs to both linear and quadratic discriminant analysis on 
their flexibility and generalisation abilities. They show that SVMs can handle higher 
dimensional data better even with a relatively low amount of training samples and that 
they exhibit a very good generalisation ability for complex models. In this chapter, the 
performance of the SVM is compared with the performance of both autoregressive 
moving average (ARMA) models and recurrent neural networks (RNNs). ARMA models 
and RNNs are well known methods for time series prediction but they suffer from some 
typical drawbacks. The major disadvantage of an ARMA model is its linear behaviour 
but on the other hand it is easy and fast in use. RNNs can in principle model nonlinear 
relations but they are often difficult to train or even yield unstable models. Another 
drawback is the fact that neural networks do not lead to one global or unique solution due 
to differences in their initial weight set. On the other hand, SVMs have been shown to 
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perform well for regression and time series prediction and they can model nonlinear 
relations in an efficient and stable way. Furthermore, the SVM is trained as a convex 
optimisation problem resulting in a global solution which in many cases yields unique 
solutions. However, their major drawback is that the training time can be large for data 
sets containing many objects (if no specific algorithms are used that perform the 
optimisation efficiently).  
 
In this chapter two simulated data sets and a real-world data set are used for time series 
prediction. The simulated data sets are a time series that is constructed using the 
principles of ARMA models and the Mackey-Glass data set. The first data set is used to 
check the performance of the prediction methods in a case in which one of the methods 
should be able to find a parametric model resembling the underlying system of the series. 
The Mackey-Glass data set is included because it is often used as a benchmark data set. 
The real-world data set stems from a filtration unit used in a high performance yarn 
spinning process. It contains differential pressure values over the filter The pressure 
difference relative to the initial pressure difference is a measure of the amount of 
contamination inside the filtration unit. If the filter is contaminated too much (i.e. it is 
replaced late), the yarn quality will decrease because of the extrusion of contaminants 
through the filter. However, replacing it too early should be avoided as well because of 
the high costs of the filter. Therefore, making early and accurate predictions of the 
differential pressure increases the efficiency in deciding when to replace a filter unit.  
 
4.2 Theory 
 
4.2.1 Support Vector Machines 
SVMs have originally been used for classification purposes but their principles can be 
extended easily to the task of regression and time series prediction. Because it is out of 
the scope of this chapter to explain the theory on SVM completely, this section focuses 
on some highlights representing crucial elements in using this method. The literature 
sources used for this section are excellent general introductions to SVMs by Cristianini & 
Shawe-Taylor (2000), Campbell (2002), Schölkopf & Smola (2002), Suykens et al. 
(2002), and tutorials on Support Vector Classification (SVC) and Support Vector 
Regression (SVR) by Burges (1998) and Smola & Schölkopf (1998), respectively. 
 
SVMs are linear learning machines which means that a linear function (f(x) = wx + b) is 
always used to solve the regression problem. The best line is defined to be that line which 
minimises the following cost function (Q):  
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The first part of this cost function is a weight decay which is used to regularize weight 
sizes and penalizes large weigths. Due to this regularization, the weights converge to 
smaller values. Large weights deteriorate the generalization ability of the SVM because, 
usually, they can cause excessive variance. Similar approaches can be observed in neural 
networks and ridge regression (Krogh & Hertz, 1995; Suykens et al., 2002). The second 
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part is a penalty function which penalizes errors larger than ±ε using a so-called ε-
insensitive loss function Lε for each of the N training points. The positive constant C 
determines the amount up to which deviations from ε are tolerated. Errors larger than ±ε 
are denoted with the so-called slack variables ξ (above ε) and ξ* (below ε), respectively. 
The third part of the equation are constraints that are set to the errors between regression 
predictions (wxi + b) and true values (yi). The values of both ε and C have to be chosen 
by the user and the optimal values are usually data and problem dependent. Figure 1 
shows the use of the slack variables and the linear ε-insensitive loss function that are used 
throughout this chapter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Left, the tube of ε accuracy and points that do not meet this accuracy. The black dots located on 
or outside the tube are support vectors. Their origin is explained later. Right, the (linear) ε-insensitive loss 
function is shown in which the slope is determined by C. 
 
The minimisation of Equation 1 is a standard problem in optimisation theory: 
minimisation with constraints. This can be solved by applying Lagrangian theory and 
from this theory it can be derived that the weight vector, w, equals the linear combination 
of the training data: 
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N
i
iii xw
1
*αα          (2) 
 
In this formula, αi and αi* are Lagrange multipliers that are associated with a specific 
training point. The asterisks again denote difference above and below the regression line. 
Using this formula into the equation of a linear function, the following solution is 
obtained for an unknown data point x: 
 
( ) ( )∑
=
+⋅−=
N
i
iii bxxxf
1
*
,αα        (3) 
 
Because of the specific formulation of the cost function and the use of the Lagrangian 
theory, the solution has several interesting properties. It can be proven that the solution 
found always is global because the problem formulation is convex (Burges, 1998). 
Furthermore, if the cost function is strictly convex, the solution found is also unique. In 
addition, not all training points contribute to the solution found because of the fact that 
some Lagrange multipliers are zero. If these training points would have been removed in 
-ε +ε 
ξi 
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x 
+ε 
-ε 
ξi 
y 
ξi* 
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advance, the same solution would have been obtained (sparseness). Training points with 
nonzero Lagrange multipliers are called support vectors and give shape to the solution. 
The smaller the fraction of support vectors, the more general the obtained solution is and 
less computations are required to evaluate the solution for a new and unknown object. 
However, many support vectors do not necessarily result in an overtrained solution. 
Furthermore, note that the dimension of the input becomes irrelevant in the solution (due 
to the use of the inner product).  
 
In the approach above it is described how linear regression can be performed. However, 
in cases where nonlinear functions should be optimised, this approach has to be extended. 
This is done by replacing xi by a mapping into feature space, φ(xi), which linearises the 
relation between xi and yi (Figure 2). In the feature space, the original approach can be 
adopted in finding the regression solution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Left, a nonlinear function in the original space that is mapped into the feature space (right) were 
the function becomes linear. 
 
When using a mapping function, the solution of Equation 3 can be changed into: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )∑
=
+⋅−=
N
i
iii bxxKxf
1
*
,αα        (4) 
with           
 
( ) ( ) ( )xxxxK ii φϕ ,, =  
 
In Equation 4, K is the so-called kernel function which is proven to simplify the use of a 
mapping. Finding this mapping can be troublesome because for each dimension of x the 
specific mapping has to be known. Belousov et al. (2000) illustrate this for classification 
purposes. Using the kernel function mapping the data into a feature space can be done 
implicitly (i.e. without full knowledge of φ) and hence very efficiently. Representing the 
mapping by simply using a kernel is called the kernel trick and the problem is reduced to 
finding kernels that identify families of regression formulas. The most used kernel 
functions are the Gaussian RBF with a width of σ: ( ) ( )22 /5.0exp, σii xxxxK −−=  and 
the polynomial kernel with an order of d and constants a1 and a2: 
φ 
φ(x) 
y 
x 
y 
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( ) ( )dTii axxaxxK 21, += . If the value of σ is set to a very large value, the RBF kernel 
approximates the use of a linear kernel (polynomial with an order of 1).  
 
In contrast to the Lagrange multipliers, the choice of a kernel and its specific parameters 
and ε and C do not follow from the optimisation problem and have to be tuned by the 
user. Except for the choice of the kernel function, the other parameters can be optimised 
by the use of Vapnik-Chervonenkis bounds, crossvalidation, an independent optimisation 
set, or Bayesian learning (Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor, 2000; Schölkopf & Smola, 2002; 
Suykens et al., 2002). Data pretreatment of both x and y can be options to improve the 
regression results just as in other regression methods but this has to be investigated for 
each problem separately. 
 
Time series prediction can be seen as autoregression in time. For this reason, a regression 
method can be used for this task. When performing time series prediction by SVMs, one 
input object (xi) to the SVM is a finite set of consecutive measurements of the series: 
{x(ti), x(ti-s), .., x(ti-τs)}. In this series, ti is the most recent time instance of the input 
object i and s is the (sampling) time step. The integer factor of τ determines the time 
window and, thus, the number of elements of the input vector. The output of the 
regression, yi, is equal to x(ti+h) where h is the prediction horizon. Usually, for industrial 
problems, the value of h is determined in advance for the application as a border 
condition. When performing time series prediction, the input window becomes an 
additional tunable parameter. This is also the case for the auto regressive moving average 
models and the Elman recurrent neural networks which are explained next.  
 
4.2.2 Autoregressive Moving Average Models 
ARMA models have been proposed by Box & Jenkins (1976) as a mix between 
autoregressive and moving average models for the description of time series. In an 
autoregressive model of order p (ARp), each individual value xt is expressed as a finite 
sum of p previous values and white noise, zt: 
 
zxxx tptptt +++= −− αα ...11        (5) 
 
The parameters αi can be estimated from the Yule-Walker equations which are a set of 
linear equations in terms of their autocorrelation coefficient (Box & Jenkins, 1976; 
Chatfield, 1980; Rius et al., 1998). In a moving average model of order q (MAq), the 
current value xt is expressed as a finite sum of q previous zt: 
 
zzzx qtqttt −− +++= βββ ...110        (6) 
 
In this equation, zi is the white noise residual of the measured and predicted value of x at 
time instance i. The model parameters βi usually are determined by a set of nonlinear 
equations in terms of the autocorrelations. The z’s are usually scaled so that β0 = 1. In the 
past, moving average models have particularly been used in the field of econometrics 
where economic indicators can be affected by a variety of ‘random’ events such as strikes 
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or government decisions (Chatfield, 1980). An ARMA model with order (p,q) is a mixed 
ARp and MAq model and is given by: 
 
zzzxxx qtqttptptt −−−− ++++++= ββαα ...... 1111     (7) 
 
Using the backward shift operator B, the previous equation can be written as: 
 
( ) ( )zBxB tt θφ =          (8) 
 
where φ(B) and θ(B) are polynomials of order p, q respectively such that: 
 
( ) BBB ppααφ −−−= ...1 1  and ( ) BBB qqββθ +++= ...1 1    (9) 
 
4.2.3 Elman Recurrent Neural Networks 
An Elman recurrent neural network is a network which in principle is set up as a regular 
feedforward network (Mandic & Chambers, 2001). This means that all neurons in one 
layer are connected with all neurons in the next layer. An exception is the so-called 
context layer which is a special case of a hidden layer. Figure 3 shows the architecture of 
an Elman recurrent neural network. The neurons in this layer (context neurons) hold a 
copy of the output of the hidden neurons. The output of each hidden neuron is copied into 
a specific neuron in the context layer. The value of the context neuron is used as an extra 
input signal for all the neurons in the hidden layer one time step later (delayed cross-talk). 
For this reason, the Elman network has an explicit memory of one time lag. 
 
Similar to a regular feedforward neural network, the strength of all connections between 
neurons is indicated with a weight. Initially, all weigth values are chosen randomly and 
are optimised during the stage of training. In an Elman network, the weights from the 
hidden layer to the context layer are set to one and are fixed because the values of the 
context neurons have to be copied exactly. Furthermore, the initial output weights of the 
context neurons are equal to half the output range of the other neurons in the network. 
The Elman network can be trained with gradient descent backpropagation, similar to 
regular feedforward neural networks. 
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Figure 3. A schematic representation of an Elman recurrent neural network. 
 
4.3 Experimental  
 
4.3.1 Data Sets 
 
Simulated Data  
The two simulated data sets used in this study are a data set that was generated according 
to the principles of ARMA and the Mackey-Glass data set. First, the ARMA data set is 
used to compare the prediction methods. This data set has been chosen because it is based 
on the ARMA principles and its underlying model should be found almost exactly by the 
ARMA model. The ARMA time series used (Figure 4) stems from an ARMA(4,1) model 
according to Equation 10 (Chatfield, 1980): 
 
( ) 432 25.074.053.055.01 BBBBB −+−−=φ and ( ) .2.01 1BB −=θ   (10) 
 
From the figure, it follows that the ARMA time series is not periodic and from a certain 
time lag autocorrelation hardly is present.  
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Figure 4. The first 500 points in the ARMA(4,1) time series together with its autocorrelation plot which is 
based on 1500 data points. One data point can be considered as one time step. 
 
The Mackey-Glass data set originally has been proposed as a model of blood cell 
regulation (Mackey & Glass, 1977). It is often used in practice as a benchmark set 
because of its nonlinear chaotic characteristics. Chaotic time series do not converge or 
diverge in time and their trajectories are highly sensitive to initial conditions. The 
differential equation leading to the time series is: 
 
x
c
dt
dt
t
t bxax
dt
dx
−
−
+
+=
1
         (11) 
 
The typical values used for benchmarking are: a = -0.1, b = 0.2, c = 10, d = 17. Figure 5 
shows a plot of the Mackey-Glass data together with the autocorrelation plot. From the 
autocorrelation plot, it can be seen that in contrast to the previous data set, the 
autocorrelation values are not vanishing to zero and from its behaviour it can be 
concluded that the data are periodic which can make prediction easier.  
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Figure 5. The first 500 points in the Mackey-Glass time series together with its autocorrelation plot based 
on 1500 data points. 
 
Industrial Data 
Filtration of solid and gel-like particles in a viscous liquid phase is an important unit 
operation in the fibre production industry. Contamination in spinning solution or polymer 
melt has a direct effect on the mechanical properties and quality of the yarn. The service 
life of a filter element depends on the contamination level, the filtrate volume and filter 
surface area. In the process, the particles being removed are collected by the filter, which 
becomes progressively blocked. As the filter begins to retain more contaminant and the 
flow rate remains constant, the differential pressure ( ∆ Pt) increases. During normal 
operation, the ∆Pt relative to the initial pressure difference ( ∆P0) is measured 
continuously and a graph is generated which shows differential pressure versus time. 
Because this quantity indicates the amount of contamination inside the filtration unit, the 
graph is used to determine the maximum operating time of the filter element. In this 
specific industrial application, the limit of ∆Pt / ∆P0 used to assure a good quality of the 
yarns is the factor of 16/10. 
  
Most of the methods that determine the cleanness of spinning solutions assume a 
completely specific filtration mechanism. For laminar, non-pulsatile fluid flow through a 
filter, the flow rate (volume per unit time) is given by Darcy's Equation:  
 
x
PAk
⋅
∆⋅⋅
=
η
φ           (12) 
 
with:φ : filtrate flux (m3/s), k: permeability factor (m2), A: effective filter area (m2), P∆ : 
pressure drop over filter (N/m2), η : viscosity of the fluid (N s/m2), x: filter thickness (m) 
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At constant flow and viscosity of the filtrate the increase in pressure drop over a filtration 
system can simply be regarded as a reduction of the permeability factor due to the 
clogging of the filter medium. In practice, these laws are often not applicable. Filtration 
proceeds by intermediate laws complicated by deformation of the filter medium, by 
retained gel-like particles, non-newtonian flow behaviour or by local temperature 
differences. Therefore, exact modelling is difficult and thus time series prediction of the 
differential pressure is a useful alternative to be able to take preventive actions before 
yarn quality is affected. 
 
Figure 6 shows some examples of time series of the differential pressure relative to the 
pressure difference measured directly after a new filter has been installed. It can be seen 
that the series can be very diverse. Some series are short (series A) while others are very 
long (series B, D, and F). Furthermore, some series suffer from large vertical drops 
(series C) that can stem from various changes in the process but are not relevant for this 
problem. Finally, for not all series the critical limit is exceeded or is it exceeded only in 
the end (series B and D). Filter series A and B are used as a training set because of their 
typical contamination behaviour.  
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Figure 6. The differential pressure relative to the initial differential pressure for several typical examples. 
The horizontal line indicates the critical point after which a filter should be replaced (critical point: 16/10). 
The vertical line indicates the time instance at which this critical point is exceeded.  
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4.3.2 Software 
For the SVM calculations, a Matlab toolbox was used developed by Gunn (1997). 
Standard Matlab toolboxes have been used for the calculations of ARMA (system 
identification toolbox) and the Elman network (neural network toolbox). 
 
4.4 Results 
 
4.4.1 ARMA Time Series  
The ARMA time series is used because it is a relatively easy data set constructed 
according to the principles of ARMA. It is expected that the ARMA model performes 
(slightly) better than the other methods because it must be possible to find the underlying 
model almost exactly. It can be expected that the SVM and the Elman network, on the 
other hand, cannot exactly reproduce the model underlying the data.  
 
The ARMA data set is divided into four consecutive data sets each with a length of 300 
data points. The result is a training set, an optimisation set, a test set, and a separate 
validation set. Increasing the size of the training set does not lead to a decrease of the 
prediction error. The training and the optimisation sets are used to determine the best 
model settings while the test set is used to determine the final prediction errors for each 
prediction horizon. The validation set is used for the Elman network to prevent 
overtraining. Optimisation of all model settings has been done by performing a 
systematic grid search over the parameters with a prediction horizon of 5 using the 
optimisation set. It is expected that all methods can make reasonable predictions with this 
horizon. The optimal model settings found are shown in Table 1. The input window is a 
time-delayed matrix of the time series as described in the theory. All prediction errors are 
calculated by taking the RMSE between the predicted signal and its reference signal 
without noise, divided by the standard deviation of the reference signal.  
 
In Figure 7, the relative prediction error as a function of the prediction horizon is plotted 
for the three methods used. Showing the results of all five Elman networks would not 
change the principle of the figure but would only make it less clear. The best Elman 
network is the one which has lowest overall error. The number of support vectors for the 
SVM range from 75% until 86%. As expected, it follows that the ARMA model performs 
better than the other methods. The SVM and the best Elman network perform more or 
less similarly. However, the prediction error is relatively high which is caused by the fact 
that the data have very little autocorrelation. This again causes the training set to differ 
slightly from the test set. However, the model found by ARMA resembles the target 
model of Equation 10 very closely: 
 
( ) 432 2927.07414.04934.06081.01 BBBBB −+−−=φ and ( ) .2644.01 1BB −=θ   
 
The difference for each coefficient is: 
 
( ) 432 0427.00014.00366.00581.0 BBBBB +−−=∆φ and ( ) .0644.0 1BB =∆θ   
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The ARMA model also finds the correct order of the data. This is also true for the input 
window of the SVM whereas the input window of the Elman network slightly deviates. 
Furthermore, the figure shows that the best prediction horizon of the three methods is 1 
which is closely related to the high prediction error. Furthermore, the relative high 
number of support vectors are also caused by the fact that time series prediction is 
complicated due to the low autocorrelation present.  
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Figure 7. The prediction results of the ARMA time series as a function of the prediction horizon. The 
results plotted are the SVM model (solid dotted line), the Elman network (solid line), and the ARMA 
model (dashed line). 
 
Table 1. The optimal settings found for the prediction of the ARMA(4,1) time series. The factor of C is the 
weigth of the loss function in SVM, where ε is the maximal acceptable error. TF denotes the use of a 
transfer function in the Elman network. 
 ARMA(4,1) time series 
 SVM Elman ARMA 
Input window 4 3 4 
Hidden neurons - 1 - 
Error terms - - 1 
C 1 - - 
ε 0.1 - - 
Kernel (width) RBF (3) - - 
TF hidden layer - Sigmoid - 
TF other layers - Linear - 
 
4.4.2 Mackey-Glass Data 
In contrast to the ARMA data set, the underlying model of the chaotic Mackey-Glass data 
cannot be modelled parametrically by any of the three methods used. In this case, the 
predicting performances of the three methods are compared under different experimental 
conditions. These are the noise level on the data and the prediction horizon. The noise 
levels used are 0%, 5%, 15%, and 25% and the prediction horizon ranged from 1 to 25 
time steps. For a simulated data set, these conditions can be set but these usually are fixed 
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border conditions for real-world data. In the ideal case, for all experimental conditions, 
the prediction methods should be optimised separately. However, in this approach, two 
situations are considered: (1) noisefree data for which the prediction methods are 
optimised with a prediction horizon of 5 time steps and (2) noisy data for which the 
methods are optimised with one noise level (15%) and a prediction horizon also of 5 time 
steps. These specific settings for optimisation are selected because these are intermediate 
values in this comparison and it is expected that the predicting ability of all methods for 
these settings is reasonable. This has also been verified for a few other settings. A 
separation between noisefree data and noisy data is made because noisefree data are a 
special case requiring different settings of the prediction methods. All methods have been 
optimised similarly to the previous data in addition with prior knowledge derived from 
Müller et al. (1999).  
 
Table 2 shows the optimal settings found with the same data division as for the ARMA 
data set. The only difference is the optimal training set size which is 200 for this case. 
The number of support vectors range from about 10% for the easier cases until 95% for 
the more difficult prediction cases (with a large prediction horizon). The high value of the 
support vectors for these cases can be caused because the SVM is optimised for a 
prediction horizon of 5. This is supported by Figure 8 which shows that the prediction 
errors remain more or less stable up to a prediction horizon of 10. For (much) larger 
horizons, the problem becomes more difficult and more support vectors will be required 
to describe the regression function. However, this does not indicate overtraining which is 
avoided using the independent optimisation set. 
 
Table 2. The optimal settings found for the prediction of the Mackey-Glass data. 
 Noisefree series Noisy series 
 SVM Elman ARMA SVM Elman ARMA 
Input window 15 8 18 10 13 19 
Hidden neurons - 6 - - 11 - 
Error terms - - 5 - - 7 
C 15 - - 1 - - 
ε 0.001 - - 0.1 - - 
Kernel (width) RBF (1) - - RBF (1) - - 
TF hidden layer - Sigmoid - - Sigmoid - 
TF other layers - Linear - - Linear - 
 
For the noisefree situation, it can be seen that the SVM clearly outperforms both the 
ARMA model and the Elman network. For the Elman network, the results of five trained 
models are shown. The differences between these results represent the variation in the 
models due to the usage of different initial weight sets. For the noisy situations, the SVM 
also outperforms the ARMA model and the Elman networks perform in an intermediate 
way. The SVM model performs better than or equal to the best Elman network at each 
situation. However, the best Elman network for each prediction horizon does not always 
stem from the same initial weight set. It can be seen that all methods perform worse if 
more noise is added to the series. Additionally, the different Elman networks also show 
more variation. The reason why the ARMA model performs worst can be explained from 
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its linearity where the time series dependency is nonlinear. Furthermore, the optimal sizes 
of the layers of the Elman network are relatively high which make them more difficult to 
train leading to less accurate results. The SVM performs best due to the use of a nonlinear 
kernel combined with the use of an ε-insensitive band which (partly) reduces the effect of 
the noise (Mattera & Haykin, 1999). 
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Figure 8. The prediction results of the Mackey-Glass time series as a function of the noise level and the 
prediction horizon. The results plotted stem from the SVM model (solid dotted line), the Elman networks 
(solid lines), and the ARMA model (dashed line). 
 
In order to investigate the dependency of the test set used on the prediction error, in total 
25 consecutive test sets of size 200 are used to calculate the error for a prediction horizon 
of 5 time steps (Figure 9). From this figure, it can be seen that there does exist a small 
variation in prediction error for different test sets but this variation is not very large and 
the trend observed in Figure 8 still remains. The variation in error is probably caused by 
the noise on the test sets because for the noisefree situation hardly any variation exists. 
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Figure 9. The prediction error of the Mackey-Glass time series as a function of different consecutive test 
sets. The results plotted stem from the SVM model (solid dotted line), the Elman networks (solid lines), and 
the ARMA model (dashed line). 
 
In order to show the quality of the fit of the time series at certain error percentages, 
Figure 10 depicts a part of the Mackey-Glass time series together with the predicted 
values and the residual histograms. The results are obtained for the noisefree series with a 
prediction horizon of 20 time steps. It can be seen that a fit with an error of 35.18% still 
follows the shape of the series reasonably. Even with the ARMA prediction, the shape of 
the original series still is present but the deviation from the true values is high. 
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Figure 10.  Each row shows a part of the noisefree Mackey-Glass time series (solid line) with the predicted 
values (dashed line) together with the corresponding histogram of the prediction residuals. The best Elman 
network is the one with lowest overall error. 
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If a time series is identified well, the residuals should follow a normal distribution with a 
mean of zero. It can be seen that the residuals of the SVM more or less follow a narrow 
normal distribution around zero. The residuals of the Elman network and the ARMA 
model follow a much broader distribution which means that the errors are much higher. 
 
4.4.3 Industrial Data 
From the previous section, it appears that SVMs outperform both the ARMA model and 
the Elman networks. However, if no specific computational efficient training approaches 
are used, a disadvantage of the SVM method is that many calculations can be required to 
find the optimal solution. This can lead to unpractical long calculation times. This is also 
observed when using this real-world data set. For this reason a different approach was 
tested in which for the ARMA model and the Elman networks the complete training set 
was used (i.e. 3545 data points) while for the SVM only every tenth data point was used. 
This also allows us to test the accuracy of the SVM if only few data are present. The 
optimised and trained models have been used to predict the test filter series set in their 
original resolution. The optimal settings found are shown in Table 3. These have been 
found using a systematic grid search. For the SVM, the number of support vectors found 
is about 75%. Again, overtraining was excluded, due to the use of an independent 
optimisation set. Therefore, the relative high number of support vectors can be attributed 
to the use of a low resolution training set for predicting a test set in its original resolution. 
 
Table 3. The optimal settings found for the prediction of the Filter series. 
 Filter series 
 SVM Elman ARMA 
Input window 15 7 14 
Hidden neurons - 1 - 
Error terms - - 1 
C 15 - - 
ε 0.0001 - - 
Kernel (width) RBF (1.5) - - 
TF hidden layer - Sigmoid - 
TF other layers - Linear - 
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Figure 11.  The RMSE of the SVM (light grey), the ARMA model (black) and the best of five Elman 
networks (dark grey) for the prediction of 10 independent filter series. 
 
In Figure 11, the results are shown for predicting independent test filter series with a 
prediction horizon of 10 time steps. The prediction horizon for this case has been set in 
advance because it is considered to be appropriate for the specific problem. In fact, the 
used value is based on industrial expert knowledge. Increasing the horizon leads to a 
more or less similar decrease of the performances for all methods. It follows that the 
SVM performs comparable to the ARMA model even though a much smaller training set 
was used. However, the prediction accuracy of both the SVM and the ARMA model are 
satisfying. The Elman network performs much less than the other methods. This is 
probably caused by the typical shape of the filter series because it can be observed that 
the Elman predictions underestimate the true values in case of a large increase of the 
series. Furthermore, the Elman network also has problems in fitting the small curves in 
series that do not show a large increase in their values (such as series D in Figure 6). In 
addition, the Elman networks’ results show large variance in their predictions. A possible 
explanation is that Elman networks try to implicitly embed time correlation in the hidden 
layer. So, if the model is trained with two series with different time constants, the result 
can be an intermediate estimation which leads to inaccurate predictions for all series. In 
Figure 12, filter series 7 (example E in Figure 6) are shown for all prediction methods. It 
can be seen that the SVM and the ARMA model are able to predict the series in a similar 
and accurate way while the best Elman network cannot follow the true measurements.  
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Figure 12. A part of filter series 7 (solid line) together with the predicted values (represented by dots). The 
prediction horizon is 10 time steps. The fit is focussed on the time interval in which the critical limit 
(dashed line) is exceeded. 
If all methods were trained using only one tenth of the training set while predicting the 
test series in their original resolution, SVM outperformed the other methods (an RMSE 
which is up to a factor of 15 lower). This shows that SVMs can make models in a much 
more efficient way using less data than the other methods. Comparable observations have 
been made by Belousov et al., (2002). For situations in which only few data are available, 
this can be very advantageous. 
 
4.5 Discussion and Conclusions 
It has been shown in the literature that SVMs can perform very well on several tasks that 
are highly interesting for the field of chemometrics. In this chapter, it has also been 
demonstrated that SVMs are a very good candidate for the prediction of time series. 
Three data sets have been considered which are ARMA time series, the chaotic and 
nonlinear Mackey-Glass data, and a real-world practice data set containing relative 
differential pressure changes of a filter. 
 
As was expected, for the ARMA data set, the SVM and the Elman networks performed 
more or less equally. The system underlying this data set was based on the ARMA 
principles and this method performed best for this data set. This is expected because the 
ARMA model is able to build a parametric model similar to the underlying system. For 
the more difficult Mackey-Glass data set, the ARMA model was clearly outperformed by 
the SVM whereas the Elman network was able to predict the series in an intermediate 
way. In some cases, the SVM performed slightly worse than the best Elman network. 
When using the real-world data set, the problem was encountered that the training phase 
of the SVM was not feasible with this relatively large data set. This was caused because 
the training algorithm was implemented in a straightforward way without using more 
efficient training algorithms exploiting specific mathematical properties of the technique. 
However, when using a training set with a much lower resolution (i.e. 10%) the SVM 
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was able to predict the filter series well and with similar results as the ARMA model 
which was trained with the full training set. The Elman networks were not able to 
perform well on this data set. For this data set, it can be concluded that the SVM can 
build qualitatively good models even with much less training objects. 
 
The largest benefits of the SVMs are the facts that a global solution exists and is found in 
contrast to neural networks which have to be trained with randomly chosen initial weight 
settings. Furthermore, due to the specific optimisation procedure it is assured that 
overtraining is avoided and the SVM solution is general. No extra validation set has to be 
used for this task as is the case with the Elman network. Additionally, the trained SVM 
decision function can be evaluated relatively easy because of the reduced number of 
training data that contribute to the solution (the support vectors). A drawback of the 
SVMs is the fact that the training time can be much longer than for the Elman network 
and the ARMA model (upto a factor of 100 in this chapter). More recently, efficient 
training algorithms have been developed such as Sequential Minimal Optimisation 
(SMO; Platt, 1999), Nyström method (Williams & Seeger, 2001), Cholesky factorisation 
(Fine & Scheinberg, 2001), or methods that decompose the optimisation problem 
(Joachims, 1999). Another alternative to standard SVMs is the use of least-squares SVMs 
that reformulate the optimisation problem leading to solving a set of linear equations that 
can be solved easier (Suykens & Vandewalle, 1999; Suykens et al., 2002). 
 
In general, for each data set and each situation, it is advised to optimise the prediction 
method used and to perform a small comparison with other prediction methods if 
possible. If several methods perform in a comparable way, the most simple, fast or most 
diagnosing method is preferred above the other prediction methods. For this reason, the 
examples shown in this chapter should be considered as illustrative rather than 
exhaustive. 
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Chapter 5 
 
 
Comparing Support Vector Machines to PLS for Spectral 
Regression Applications 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In order to on-line control the quality of industrial products, often spectroscopic methods are used 
in combination with regression tools. Partial Least Squares (PLS) is the most used regression 
technique for this task whereas Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are hardly known and used in 
chemometrics. Theoretically, regression by SVMs (SVR) can be very useful due to its ability to 
find nonlinear, global solutions and its ability to work with high dimensional input vectors. This 
chapter compares the use and the performance of PLS and SVR for two spectral regression 
applications. 
 
The first application is the use of both high resolution Raman spectra and low resolution Raman 
spectra (which are cheaper to measure) for the determination of two monomer masses during a 
copolymerisation reaction. In the second application near infra-red (NIR) spectra are used to 
determine ethanol, water, and iso-propanol mole fractions in a ternary mixture. The NIR spectra 
used suffer from nonlinear temperature induced variation which can affect the predictions. 
Clearly, for both applications, SVR outperformed PLS. With SVR, the usage of the cheaper low 
resolution Raman spectra becomes more feasible in industrial applications. Furthermore, 
regression by SVR appears to be more robust with respect to nonlinear effects induced by 
variations in temperature. 
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5.1 Introduction 
Raman and infrared spectroscopy are often used in the field of chemistry because of their 
noninvasive and informative characteristics. In industrial processes, spectroscopy also 
plays a very important role. Without the use of spectroscopy, key product quality 
parameters often have to be determined off-line in a laboratory. On basis of these 
analyses, process procedures are changed afterwards. However, spectroscopy allows 
these parameters to be determined on-line but in an indirect way. Therefore, regression 
methods are required that relate spectra (regressors) to the specific key product quality 
parameters (independent variables). In general, Geladi (2003) gives an overview how 
chemometrics can be used for data analysis, classification, curve resolution, and 
multivariate calibration with spectroscopic data. In many industrial (spectroscopic) 
applications, Partial Least Squares (PLS) is used to make regression models because of 
its simplicity to use, speed, relative good performance and easy accessibility (Wülfert et 
al., 1998; Witjes et al., 2000; Van den Brink et al., 2001). However, nonlinear relations 
can only be modelled in a limited way (i.e. weak nonlinearities) by taking into account 
more latent variables. Support Vector Machines (SVMs) might be used as a candidate for 
spectral regression purposes (which then is called support vector regression: SVR). A 
possible large advantage of SVR is its ability to model nonlinear relations. Often, neural 
networks are used and considered to be good nonlinear regression methods for process 
data containing spectra such as Raman or near infra-red (NIR) if some input selection is 
performed (e.g. Centner et al., 2000; Despagne et al., 2000; Estienne & Massart, 2001). 
However, compared to neural networks, SVR has the advantage that it leads to a global 
model which is capable of dealing efficiently with high dimensional input vectors. 
 
In this chapter, the first goal is to show the application of SVR as a relatively new tool in 
the field of chemometrics for (spectral) regression purposes. The performances of both 
PLS and SVR are compared on basis of two spectral data sets for quality control where 
each of the sets represents specific modelling difficulties. The rationale behind using PLS 
as a reference method is its common use in industry and for the specific data sets 
presented (Raman and NIR). No comparison is made with neural networks because of the 
theoretical disadvantages which are described above.  
 
The first data set contains simultaneously measured low resolution and high resolution 
Raman spectra of a copolymer reaction of methyl metacrylate (MMA) and butyl acrylate 
(BA) in a toluene solution (Pepers, 2004). The spectra are used to monitor the masses of 
both monomers during the copolymerisation process because their fractions determine the 
final copolymer properties. The goal of this application is to compare multivariate 
calibration by PLS and SVR on both the high resolution and the low resolution Raman 
spectra. The use of low resolution spectra is especially interesting because these have not 
yet been used for this task and can be measured with much lower instrumental costs (a 
factor of 10). In contrast, the use of the high dimensional Raman spectra is commonly 
accepted in industrial applications (Brookes et al., 1997; Van den Brink et al., 2001; 
Witjes et al., 2000). The second data set consists of NIR spectra for the prediction of 
ethanol, water, and iso-propanol concentrations in a ternary mixture (Wülfert et al., 
1998). The spectral variations in this data set are nonlinearly influenced by the 
temperature of the mixture. In the literature, several methods have been proposed to 
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reduce this temperature dependency (Wülfert et al., 1998; 2000a,b; Swierenga et al., 
2000). In this chapter, these results are compared to the outcome of SVR. 
 
5.2 Theory 
Support Vector Machines have initially been developed by Vapnik (1995, 1998). Often 
SVMs are used as a binary classification tool but the principles can easily be extended to 
regression tasks. In the field of chemistry, and more specifically, chemometrics, only a 
few applications of SVMs for classification or regression tasks have been published 
(Belousov et al., 2002a,b; Thissen et al., 2003). For detailed in-depth theoretical 
background on SVMs for both classification and regression, the reader is referred to the 
introductions of Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor (2000), Schölkopf & Smola (2002), and 
Suykens et al. (2002). In this section only the essential basics of the linear regression 
approach (SVR) is described followed by the extension to nonlinear cases. The above-
mentioned references have also been used throughout this description. Reference to more 
detailed algorithm characteristics is made in section 3.3.  
 
Support Vector Regression 
Similar to the approach of Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) and PLS, SVR also finds a 
linear relation between the regressors and the dependent variables. In the case of OLS, 
the aim is to fit a line through the data ( bwxy ii +=ˆ ) where the best line is defined to be 
the line minimising a certain cost function. In this formula, ŷi is the prediction of yi (the 
dependent variable) for one specific regressor (i.e. xi, which can be a spectrum), and w 
and b are the slope and the offset of the regression line. The subscript i shows that one 
specific object is used, rather than a set of objects. The cost function used represents the 
least squares error (the so-called 2-norm): 2
2
ˆ YY −  where Ŷ and Y denote matrices of ŷ 
and y, respectively. This optimisation problem is solved by setting the first derivative of 
the cost function to zero with respect to w and b. The result is a system of linear equations 
which can be solved easily: ( ) YXwXX TT = where X is a matrix containing all spectra of 
the training set.  
 
For SVR, the best regression line is defined by minimising the following cost function: 
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This cost function consists of a 2-norm penalty on the regression coefficients, an error 
term multiplied by the error weight, C, and a set of constraints. Using this cost function, 
the goal is to simultaneously minimize both the coefficients size and the prediction errors. 
This is important because large coefficients might hamper generalization because these 
can cause excessive variance. This is an approach which is often used in multivariate 
calibration and that can deal with ill-posed problems. These can occur when performing 
spectral calibration (because the number of objects is smaller than the number of 
variables or the latter are correlated). Similar approaches can be observed in neural 
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networks and Ridge Regression (Krogh & Hertz, 1995; Hastie et al., 2001; Suykens et 
al., 2002). 
 
In the error term, the prediction errors are penalized linearly with the exception of a 
deviation of ±ε (according to Vapnik’s ε-insensitive loss function) which is a commonly 
followed procedure in SVR. Predictions deviating more than +ε or less than -ε are taken 
into account by so-called slack variables (indicated by ξi and ξi*, respectively). This value 
has to be optimised by the user. Note that the value of ε does not indicate the desired final 
prediction error of the model but is a characteristic of the prediction error penalty. In 
principle, it is possible to use an ε-value of zero. In this case, the error penalty comes 
down to a regular minimization of absolute values (minimizing the 1-norm of the error). 
C represents the penalty weight and in addition to the value of ε, this value also has to be 
optimised by the user. If its value is very high, deviations from ±ε count heavier in the 
cost function. For an infinite value of C, a solution is considered best if its error is 
minimal even though the regression coefficients size is very high. If an extremely low 
value of C is chosen, the best result is determined exclusively by the size of the 
regression weights. As stated above, the value of ε also has to be defined by the user and 
it is data and problem dependent. For example, if noise is present in the data, a larger ε 
can guide the solutions to be more independent of existing noise. On the other hand, too 
large values of ε lead to the situation in which no proper predictions can be made. This is 
caused by the fact that objects with prediction errors larger than ±ε are so-called support 
vectors and only the support vectors determine the final prediction of the SVR model. 
This is explained later. The principles of Equation 1 are also outlined in Figure 1 which 
only shows a univariate example to allow an easier interpretation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Left, the SVR approach in which the ε prediction accuracy cannot be met for all objects. Errors 
larger than ε are represented by ξI(*) and the black dots are support vectors which will be explained later. 
These are located on or outside the band of ε. On the right, the (linear) ε-insensitive loss function is shown 
according to which deviations from the tolerance band are penalized. The slopes are determined by the 
value of C. 
 
Note that in Equation 1, the prediction errors are taken into account linearly as opposite 
to the approach of PLS, for example, which uses a quadratic error term. With a quadratic 
error term, possible outliers are given much more weight than with a linear error term. 
This is an approach which, in principle, can also be used for SVR (Cristianini & Shawe-
-ε +ε 
ξi 
Penalty 
x 
+ε 
-ε 
ξi 
y 
ξi* 
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Taylor, 2000). Minimising Equation 1 is a constrained optimisation problem which is 
solved by using Lagrange optimisation. For details on this approach, the reader is referred 
to the introductions in the literature, as stated above. As a result of the Lagrange 
optimisation, a set of values for the so-called Lagrange multipliers is found numerically. 
Each Lagrange multiplier (denoted by αi(*)) is associated with a specific training object 
from which also the bias, b, can be determined. An important characteristic of this 
optimisation problem is that the solution is global and deterministic (i.e. given the same 
training set and values of ε and C the same solution is always found, that is, no stochastic 
events are present during the building of the model) which is in contrast with neural 
networks. 
 
From this approach it follows that the regression weight coefficients can now be written 
as an expansion of the Lagrange multipliers multiplied by the corresponding training 
objects: 
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iii xw
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*αα          (2) 
 
When filling in this result into the original regression line ( bwxy +=ˆ ), the final 
regression solution is obtained for a new and unknown object that is analysed in the 
model.  
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In this formula, the asterisk denote differences above and below the regression line and N 
is the number of training objects. An important aspect is that some Lagrange multipliers 
are zero implying that these training objects are considered to be irrelevant for the final 
solution (sparseness). The training objects with nonzero Lagrange multipliers are called 
support vectors. These are the objects with prediction errors larger than ±ε. In this way, 
the value of ε determines the amount of support vectors. Obviously, if ε is too large, too 
few support vectors are selected which leads to a decrease of the final prediction 
performance. Furthermore, the Lagrange multipliers of the support vectors all have 
different values which means that one support vector is considered to be more important 
than another one.  
 
The entry of the data in inner products is very important because: (1) the dimension of the 
objects does not appear in the problem to be solved and (2) extension of this linear 
approach to nonlinear regression can be made easily. For those cases, the inner product 
xi
T
x is replaced by a so-called kernel function: K(xi,x). If this function meets certain 
conditions (Mercer’s conditions), the kernel implicitly determines simultaneously a 
nonlinear mapping, x→φ(x), and the corresponding inner product: φ(xi)Tφ(x) (Belousov et 
al., 2002a,b) which leads to the following regression function: 
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Finding the nonlinear mapping explicitly (i.e. without using kernels) can be very 
troublesome because for all input variables of the data, the specific mapping has to be 
known. This is especially difficult if the data are highly dimensional such as spectra. Note 
that a mapping does not necessarily apply on single variables but also on combinations of 
variables. Kernels typically used are the polynomial function, di xx , , or the radial basis 
function, ( )σ2x-x-exp 2i  which is a Gaussian curve. As can be seen, each kernel is 
associated with a kernel-specific parameter. For the polynomial and RBF kernels, these 
parameters are the degree of the polynomial (d) and the width of the Gaussian function 
(σ), respectively. So instead of calculating a specific mapping for each dimension of the 
data, the problem comes down to selecting a proper kernel function and optimising its 
specific parameter. In contrast to the Lagrange multipliers, the choice of a kernel and its 
specific parameters and ε and C do not follow from the optimisation problem and have to 
be tuned by the user. These parameters can be optimised by the use of Vapnik-
Chervonenkis bounds, crossvalidation, an independent optimisation set, or Bayesian 
learning (Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor, 2000; Schölkopf & Smola, 2002; Suykens et al., 
2002). 
 
Summarizing, it has been shown that the use of SVR possesses several theoretical and 
practical advantages. One important advantage of SVR is that a global solution is 
obtained which is often unique (this follows from the specific optimisation problem). In 
addition, due to the use of a constrained optimisation problem, the data enter the model in 
an inner product which means that, numerically, the dimension of the data is irrelevant. 
Furthermore, due to this inner product, it is possible to use a kernel which enables 
nonlinear regression in an efficient way.  
 
5.3 Experimental 
 
5.3.1 Raman Spectra of a Copolymerisation Reaction 
The copolymerisation of methyl metacrylate (MMA) and butyl acrylate (BA) in toluene 
is studied by on-line Raman spectrometry (Pepers, 2004). Both a high resolution 
spectrometer (Dilor Labram with a Millenia II doubled Nd:YVO4 laser and an excitation 
wavelength of 532 nm) and a low resolution Raman spectrometer (Raman Systems R-
2001TM with solid-state diode laser with an excitation wavelength of 785 nm) have been 
used simultaneously to record all the spectra of the samples. From these spectra, the goal 
is to predict the masses of the monomers. The reference mass values have been 
determined with gas chromatography (HP 5890 series II with a HP Ultra 2 cross-linked 
5% Me-Ph-Si colum with a film thickness of 25m · 0.32 · 0.52 µm and helium as the 
mobile phase). The error of the reference method is about 0.1 to 0.3 gram. The high 
resolution spectra (493 variables) are measured from 1090-1769 cm-1 leading to a spectral 
resolution of 1.5 cm-1. The low resolution spectra (474 variables) are measured from 200-
2000 cm-1 with a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1. From the latter spectra, only selected 
wavelength intervals have been used which are known to show relevant peaks: 216-450, 
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590-714, 1128-1260, and 1353-1851 cm-1. Investigated preprocessing steps for the 
spectra are no scaling, standard normal variate scaling (SNV; Barnes et al., 1989), 
normscaling, meanscaling, and Savitzky-Golay filtering (seven-point quadratic; Savitzky 
& Golay, 1964). Possible preprocessing steps for the monomer masses are no scaling, 
meanscaling, rangescaling, and autoscaling. The best performing combination, according 
to crossvalidation, is used. The training set consists of 37 spectra and two different test 
sets are used (containing 23 and 18 samples, respectively) for both the low resolution 
spectrometer and the high resolution spectrometer. The first test set contains MMA and 
BA amounts in stable ratios in time, while the second test set contains fluctating 
monomer ratios. All data sets have been measured in different batches and on different 
days. 
 
5.3.2 Temperature Influenced Near-Infrared Spectra  
NIR spectra were used of ternary mixtures of ethanol, water, and iso-propanol which 
have been measured by Wülfert et al. (1998). Figure 2 shows the 19 different 
combinations of mole fractions that are analysed in a wavelength range of 850-1049 nm 
with a resolution of 1 nm (resulting in 200 wavelengths). The NIR spectrum of each 
mixture is measured at five different temperatures (30, 40, 50, 60, 70 ˚C ± 0.2 ˚C). To 
enable a fair comparison, similar to the original chapter, for each temperature, the test 
data contains the mixtures 5, 6, 9, 11, 14, and 15. The other mixtures make up the training 
set. Pretreatment of the data has also been performed according to the original chapter 
(baseline correction and meanscaling of the spectra and the mole fractions). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Mixture design of the 19 ternary mixtures. The grey numbers represent the mixtures of the test 
set. The other numbers form the training set.  
 
5.4 Software and Optimisation  
For the SVR calculations, a Matlab toolbox was used that was described and developed 
by Gunn (1997) and contains a detailed description of the algorithms. Optimisation of the 
SVM parameters (C, ε, and kernel-specific parameter) and the selection of the best 
preprocessing steps have been done by a systematic grid search of the parameters using 
leave-one-out crossvalidation on the training set. In this grid search, first, a broad range 
of parameter settings are investigated with large steps. Second, after identifying a 
promising region, this region is searched in more detail. The test set is used as an 
independent set to calculate the final prediction error. Furthermore the test error is not 
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used to select the optimal model but its size is compared to test set errors with other 
settings to identify possible overtraining. For SVR, a similar check is performed with the 
number of support vectors found. 
 
For the NIR data set, the RMSEP is used, which is defined by: 
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In this formula, Y is the true value and Ŷ its prediction for each of the P test set elements. 
For the Raman data set, the prediction error is expressed as the Mean Relative Error 
(MRE) because the sizes differ of the values to be predicted. 
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5.5 Results 
 
5.5.1 Raman Spectra of a Copolymerisation Reaction 
Monitoring monomer masses during a polymerisation process is very important because 
the final polymer properties depend strongly on these mass fractions during the reaction. 
It is known that (high resolution) Raman spectroscopy in combination with multivariate 
calibration can be used for monitoring monomer masses (Brookes et al., 1997; Van den 
Brink et al., 2001; Witjes et al., 2000). Obviously, the ultimate goal is to use Raman 
spectroscopy on-line to determine if extra monomer should be added to the reaction 
vessel and to facilitate automatic control. For the reaction of MMA with BA, typically it 
is chosen to start with a high amount of BA together with the desired MMA fraction. The 
MMA should then be added to the reaction vessel semi-continuously in order to keep its  
fraction at a constant level. In order to test the regression methods for monitoring both the 
MMA and BA monomer masses, two test sets are used which represent different 
situations that can occur in practice (Figure 3). Test set 1 contains measurements where 
the ratio between the monomers is constant which is the desired situation. In test set 2, 
measurements of an unstable monomer ratio is present which is undesired because this 
leads to the formation of (slightly) different copolymers, instead of one target copolymer. 
In Figure 3, a jump in the MMA time-mass curve can be observed. This is caused by the 
fact that this copolymerisation reaction in toluene (solution) is a preparing study for 
polymerisation in water (emulsion; Pepers, 2004). For the latter reaction, the aim is to 
make a blend of two homogeneous copolymers which cannot be done by simply mixing 
copolymers as in the solution reaction. Hence, it is necessary to use two distinct MMA 
mass setpoints in the figure (Pepers, 2004).  
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Figure 3. The masses of MMA and BA are shown for two test sets. Test set 1 represents the desired 
behaviour where stable monomer ratios are present. In contrast, test set 2 contains unwanted fluctuating 
monomer rations in time. Subplots A and B show the mass curves in time of MMA and BA, respectively. 
Subplot C shows a plot of the MMA fraction of the total monomer amount. 
 
As stated before, high resolution Raman spectroscopy is known to be useful for 
copolymerisation monitoring. However, the use of low resolution spectra has not yet been 
applied successfully for this task even though they can be measured at a cost which is 
reduced by a factor of 10. This chapter compares the performances of both PLS and SVR 
for the prediction of MMA and BA monomer masses in two test sets. Both test sets have 
been measured with the high resolution Raman spectrometer as well as with the low 
resolution Raman spectrometer. 
 
Differences between the high resolution and low resolution spectra are shown in Figure 4. 
Except for the peaks of the high resolution spectrum, the low resolution spectrum 
contains additional peaks at other wavenumbers. These could not be measured with the 
high resolution spectrometer due to the instrumental differences. The omitted parts of the 
lower spectrum represent signal contributions of the solvent. Differences in resolution 
can be observed easily in the figure. For example in the upper plot, three peaks can be 
observed around 1600 cm-1 whereas in the lower plot, these peaks are agglomerated to a 
single peak. Similar observations can be made for other peaks. 
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Figure 4. An example of a high resolution spectrum (upper panel) and a low resolution spectrum (lower 
panel). The grey part of the low resolution spectrum is not used in analysis. The black parts are 
concatenated and used in the analysis. The high resolution spectrum is used completely. Note that the 
wavenumber scales of the spectra differ. 
 
For these data, both PLS and SVR have to be optimised for two different situations (for 
both high and low resolution spectra). For each situation, the optimal settings for PLS and 
SVR are reported in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. In Table 1 the results are shown for 
SVR for which a polynomial kernel was chosen. It can be seen that SNV scaling of the 
spectra is useful in all cases whereas the best scaling method for the masses differs 
slightly. It was observed that several settings could exist with approximately the same 
crossvalidation error. In this study, the simplest settings with the lowest error are used. It 
can be seen that in all but one case an order 1 polynomial kernel is best which implies a 
linear relationship to be present between the spectra and the masses. A reason why the 
order 4 polynomial kernel was best for predicting MMA on basis of the high resolution 
Raman spectra can be that due to the jump in the time-mass curves a more complex 
relation has to be modelled. However, this appeared not to be necessary for the low 
resolution spectra (which perform less for prediction). The number of support vectors is 
more or less the same for all situations and is very high which indicate that most of the 
spectra in the training set to some extent are relevant in finding the best solution. Even 
though few support vectors give a larger confidence on the generality of the model, many 
support vectors do not necessarily indicate overtraining. It should be stressed here that 
this has been avoided by using the crossvalidation procedure during the training.  
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Table 1. The optimal scaling methods and settings found for SVR using a polynomial kernel. The settings 
are the order d, the weight of the penalty, C, and the maximal acceptable error, ε. The percentage of support 
vectors is shown by %SV.  
Scaling Resolution Monomer Spectra Masses d C ε %SV 
MMA SNV None 4 1 0.005 94.6 High BA SNV Mean 1 10 0.005 91.9 
MMA SNV Auto 1 7 0.005 89.2 Low BA SNV Auto 1 4 0.005 89.2 
 
Table 2. The optimal scaling methods and PLS factors found for PLS.  
Scaling Resolution Monomer Spectra Masses PLS factors 
MMA SNV None 6 High BA SNV None 6 
MMA Savitzky-Golay None 7 Low BA Savitzky-Golay None 7 
 
From the optimal PLS settings, it can be seen that 6 PLS factors are required for the high 
resolution spectra and 7 for the low resolution spectra indicating a slightly higher 
difficulty for modelling the low resolution data. The chemical rank of the systems can 
expected to be four because MMA, BA, copolymer, and the solvent are present. 
However, the 6 or 7 PLS factors can be explained from the occurrence of slightly 
different copolymers with respect to their fraction of monomers and from peak shifts. The 
latter is expected to be present more in the low resolution spectra. Furthermore, it is 
remarkable that no scaling of the masses is best for PLS. It should be noted that the 
Savitzky-Golay processing only smoothes the spectra while SNV scaling normalizes the 
spectra leading to a change of peak heights per spectrum. 
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Figure 5. The mean relative prediction errors for both PLS (grey) and SVR (black). The four groups in 
each subplot are MMA and BA of test set 1 (M1 and B1, respectively), and MMA and BA of test set 2 (M2 
and B2, respectively). The upper panel shows the predictions with the high resolution Raman spectra while 
the lower panel represents the low resolution cases.  
 
Figure 5 shows that mass predictions on basis of the high resolution spectra are better 
than using low resolution spectra. In all cases SVR performs better than PLS (upto a 
factor of 2.6 for the high resolution spectra and 3.0 for the low resolution spectra). For all 
but one situation, the best SVR model is an order 1 polynomial kernel. For this reason, it 
can be concluded that, for this data set, a linear SVR model outperforms the (linear) PLS 
model with many PLS factors. This might be caused by the fact that SVR and PLS use 
different optimisation criteria to find the final model. It can be explained as follows. On 
the one hand, PLS performs regression by finding a low dimensional basis (the PLS 
factors) to perform regression. On the other hand, SVR uses a penalty on the regression 
weights to obtain an optimal and a general solution. Both approaches are different ways 
of dealing with so-called ill-posed problems which commonly occur when performing 
spectral regression. In both cases, the final regression coefficients depend on the specific 
settings of the models used. For PLS, this is the number of PLS factors while for SVR, 
this is the kernel and its specific parameter, the value of ε, and the value of C. Figure 6 
shows the regression coefficients of PLS and the linear SVR for the prediction of the 
mass of BA with high resolution spectra. It can be seen that the regression weights are 
very similar between these methods but are not equal. These differences, caused by 
differences in model optimisation and model settings, lead to different prediction results.  
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Figure 6. The scaled regression coefficients of PLS and SVR for the prediction of the monomer BA with 
the high resolution Raman spectra. Note that, for this case, both methods perform linear regression. 
 
MMA predictions, using low resolution spectra with SVR, are equally good as PLS with 
high resolution spectra. This is not the case for BA mass predictions which are predicted 
relatively bad based on low resolution spectra. The relative prediction error before the 
jump in mass MMA (smaller masses) is higher than after the jump (larger masses). This 
again differs for the high resolution spectra (up to a factor of 1.6 for MMA and 2.6 for 
BA) and low resolution spectra (up to a factor of 13.6 for MMA and 3 for BA). With 
other words, predicting higher mass values leads to more reliable results than predicting 
lower mass values. This difference is smallest if high resolution spectra are used. The 
mean relative errors for the high resolution spectra are 3.9% for SVR and 10.1% for PLS. 
For the low resolution spectra these errors are 22.8% for SVR and 68.0% for PLS. 
 
5.5.2 Temperature Influenced Near-Infrared Spectra 
Originally, this data set has been used to assess the influence of nonlinear temperature 
induced spectral fluctuations on the PLS regression performance (Figure 7). In the paper 
of Wülfert et al. (1998), two types of regression models have been applied to predict the 
mixture mole fractions from the NIR spectra. These methods are used as standard 
methods. The first type is a local model in which regression and prediction is performed 
for each of the five temperatures separately. The second type is a global model in which 
one model is made for all five temperatures. In subsequent publications, several types of 
methods have been proposed to make PLS models that are more robust with respect to 
temperature variations. Wülfert et al. (2000a) have proposed different methods to include 
explicitly the temperature into the PLS model. Additionally, a method was presented to 
isolate temperature contributions by projecting the spectra on several wavelet basis 
functions. Finally, robust variable selection was performed using uninformative variable 
elimination (UVE). Robust variable selection using simulated annealing (SA) was also 
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performed by Swierenga et al. (2000). Furthermore, continuous piecewise direct 
standardization (CPDS) has been applied to correct nonlinear temperature effects on the 
spectra before performing PLS (Wülfert et al., 2000b). However, by using the mentioned 
PLS based approaches, it is not possible to model explicitly nonlinear relations that do 
exist between temperature and spectral variation. SVR can be expected to be a good 
candidate for this problem due to its ability to find nonlinear relations and its good 
generalisation ability. For these reasons, this chapter applied SVR as an alternative 
regression method to compare its performance with the methods above. 
  
Ethanol
Water
850 900 950 1000 1050
Wavelength (nm)
Iso−propanol
 
Figure 7. Spectra of the three pure components at different temperatures: (–) 30, (grey –) 40, (– –) 50, 
(grey –.) 60, and (–.) 70ºC. These spectra have not been used in the training and test set. It can be seen that 
some peaks (slightly) increase as a result of a higher temperature while others decrease.   
 
An SVR model is made by using all temperatures in the training set (global model). An 
RBF kernel is chosen and the optimal parameter settings are again found by leave-one-
out crossvalidation on the training set (σ = 0.5; C = 500, ε = 0.005). Figure 8 shows the 
results of the SVR as compared to the best performing PLS models described above.  
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Figure 8. A comparison of the mole fraction prediction errors of different methods for ternary mixtures of 
ethanol, water, and iso-propanol. The methods are: one PLS model for each temperature (Local PLS), one 
model for all temperatures (Global PLS), using the temperature as an output in PLS (PLS explicit T), PLS 
after correcting for nonlinear effects with CPDS (CPDS PLS), PLS after wavelength selection with SA (SA 
PLS), and one SVR model for all temperatures (Global SVR). The PLS factors used are: 4, 7, 7, 4, 4, 
respectively. 
 
In contrast to the other methods, the dependent variables (mole fractions) for SVR have 
been rangescaled instead of meanscaled. Applying meanscaling would increase the error 
for all components with less than 0.001. It can be seen that the Global SVR clearly 
outperforms all PLS methods. The second best approaches are the Local PLS and the 
CPDS PLS followed by SA PLS. The Global PLS and PLS explicit T perform worst. 
Furthermore, a local SVR model was also constructed for predicting the mole fractions 
(these results are not shown in the figure). The performance of this local SVR model is 
slightly worse than the global version (a factor of 1.7) but still better than the best PLS 
based approach (by a factor of 1.4). However, the local SVR fails to predict mole 
fractions at different temperatures other than considered in the training set (an RMSEP up 
to a factor of 32.7 higher).  
 
From this, it can be concluded that the global SVR method is more robust to temperature 
changes than the local SVR method or any of the other methods described. This 
demonstrates that the global SVR is capable to model the nonlinear temperature 
influences best (in an implicit way). Furthermore, local PLS performs better than global 
PLS but the opposite situation is true for the SVR. Making global models leads to the 
situation that a larger training set is required (including several temperatures). This can be 
advantageous if more complex (nonlinear) models are built, as is the case with SVR. In 
contrast, it can be more advantageous for local PLS to make more specific and simple 
linear models, even with smaller training sets.     
 
The number of support vectors for the models of the three components are 39 (60%), 27 
(41.5%), and 36 (55.4%). Hence, at most somewhat more than half of the training set 
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objects contributes to the SVR solution found. Similar as with the Raman data set, many 
support vectors do not necessarily indicate overtraining which was verified by using 
crossvalidation during model building.  
 
5.6 Discussion and Conclusions 
In general, the goal of this chapter was to present SVRs as attractive candidates for 
spectral regression. Theoretically, the use of SVR is very advantageous for spectra 
because it can perform nonlinear regression efficiently for the high dimensional data sets. 
Furthermore, its solution is global. For this reason, SVR and PLS were compared for two 
spectral data sets. In the first data set, it was tested if low resolution Raman spectra could 
be used for the prediction of the monomer masses during a reaction. In the second data 
set, the NIR spectra were affected by nonlinear temperature-induced variation. For both 
cases, it is shown that the SVR clearly outperforms PLS in both linear and nonlinear 
regression and explanations have been given.  
 
When using the much cheaper low resolution spectrometer, this leads to worse results 
than using the high resolution spectrometer. Using SVR with the high resolution spectra, 
the average error is approximately a factor of 2.6 less than using PLS (this is a factor of 
3.0 for low resolution spectra). The decrease in performance when changing form high 
resolution spectra to low resolution spectra is a factor of 5.8 for SVR and 6.7 for PLS. So, 
when accepting those larger errors low resolution Raman spectrometry can be an 
alternative. The best alternative is to apply low resolution spectra in combination with 
SVR. In most cases, the best SVR model found has an order 1 polynomial kernel (linear). 
As compared to optimised PLS models with 6 or 7 latent variables better results are 
obtained. A reason for this is the use of a different optimisation criterion. When 
performing SVR, the final prediction model is obtained by minimising a cost function as 
a constrained optimisation problem containing both the prediction error and the 
regression weight size. The solution to this problem is found using Lagrange 
optimisation. As a result, the regression weights become a function of the Lagrange 
multipliers and the training objects. The Lagrange multipliers indicate the relative 
importance of each training object. Opposed to this, PLS selects linear combinations of 
variables to form a low dimensional basis in which regression is performed. Especially 
for the linear case, the regression weights can become very similar but differences can be 
observed. These are caused by the specific parameters required for both methods. In this 
case, this causes the SVR to outperform PLS. In the second data set, the global SVR 
outperforms all PLS based methods from the literature by at least a factor of 2.2. This 
means that implicit modelling of nonlinear interferences by SVR is done very well. 
However, similar as in PLS, making a model for one temperature and predicting for other 
temperatures leads to bad results. Therefore it can be concluded that the performance of 
the local SVR model still is influenced by the temperature (not robust). Robustness is 
increased by implicitly taking the temperature into account (global model) in a nonlinear 
way. 
 
This chapter shows that SVR can perform both linear and nonlinear regression very 
accurately. However, this does not suggest that SVR is always the best method to use. 
This should be determined for each separate problem. In general, the use of methods 
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might be preferred that are as simple as possible. This means, for example, that some 
nonlinear regression problems might also be solved with local regression methods instead 
of using nonlinear regression. If this is not possible, SVR are very useful alternatives. 
 
The SVR algorithm used in this chapter makes no use of specially developed efficient 
algorithms for training. As a result, SVR optimisation was relatively slow compared to 
PLS especially if crossvalidation was used (multiple independent optimisations). More 
efficient training approaches for SVM are discussed in Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor 
(2000), Schölkopf & Smola (2002) and Suykens et al., (2002).     
 
Furthermore, when performing spectral regression, it might be very beneficial to perform 
feature selection to identify the important wavenumbers. This information can be used to 
obtain chemical knowledge from the system under study which can be used to simplify 
further measurements or to optimise problem solving. The most common approach for 
this is to (de)select specific variables according to an optimisation procedure. 
Optimisation criteria can then be derived from the principles of the method under study 
(e.g. Weston et al., 2000; Guyon et al., 2002; Rakotomamonjy, 2003). A different 
approach might be to adapt the SVR cost function slightly in such a way that variable 
(de)selection follows automatically from finding the optimal model. This can be done by 
replacing the quadratic penalty on the weight coefficients by a penalty of the absolute 
values of these weights. It is commonly known that the latter approach leads to an 
explicit deselecting of variables (e.g. Tibshirani, 1996; Hastie et al., 2001; Song et al., 
2002; Zhu et al., 2003). However, the application of these methods falls outside the scope 
of this chapter but gives interesting directions for further research.  
 
In addition, the previous point directly relates to the issue if regression might be 
performed better if the ratio between the number of objects and variables becomes larger. 
In principal, SVR can numerically deal with high dimensional data easily but a minimal 
object-variable ratio might be important to obtain a model that is valid for many future 
measurements. This is an important aspect for future research. 
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Multivariate Calibration with Least Squares Support Vector 
Machines 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter proposes the use of Least Squares Support Vector Machines (LS-SVMs) as a 
relatively new nonlinear multivariate calibration method, capable of dealing with ill-posed 
problems. LS-SVMs are an extension of ‘traditional’ SVMs which have been introduced recently 
in the field of chemistry and chemometrics. The advantages of SVM based methods over many 
other methods are that these lead to global models which are often unique and nonlinear 
regression can be performed easily as an extension to linear regression. An additional advantage 
of LS-SVM (compared to SVM) is that model calculation and optimisation can be performed 
relatively fast. 
 
As a test case to study the use of LS-SVM, the well-known and important chemical problem is 
considered in which spectra are affected by nonlinear interferences. As one specific example, a 
commonly used case is studied in which near-infrared spectra are affected by temperature-
induced spectral variation. Using this test case, model optimisation, pruning, and model 
interpretation of the LS-SVM have been demonstrated. Furthermore, excellent performance of the 
LS-SVM, compared to other approaches, has been presented on the specific example. Therefore, 
it can be concluded that LS-SVMs can be seen as very promising techniques to solve ill-posed 
problems. Furthermore, these lead to robust models in cases of spectral variations due to 
nonlinear interferences.  
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6.1 Introduction 
The importance of multivariate calibration methods (MVC) in the field of analytical 
chemistry is indisputable. MVC is often used in a wide variety of industrial applications 
(e.g. in the food, petrol, or pharmaceutical industries) to relate easily measured spectra to 
specific parameters of interest. This is especially useful if it is difficult to measure the 
parameters of interest in a direct way. For example, the characteristics (and the quality) of 
industrial products can often only be determined in a laborious and expensive way and 
therefore these have to be measured off-line. Using MVC, these parameters can also be 
derived from indirect measurements, such as spectra, only much faster. Very often, 
Raman or near-infrared (NIR) spectra are used. Hence, the use of MVC is a very suitable 
approach to be used on-line for product quality estimation.  
 
A typical characteristic of spectral data is that the variables (wavelengths or 
wavenumbers) are often correlated. Furthermore, usually many variables are recorded 
which exceed the number of spectra (i.e. the number of measurements). Therefore, 
performing regression with few measurements compared to the number of variables leads 
to a so-called ill-posed problem. As a result, standard linear regression breaks down 
implying that no solution can be obtained. Suitable candidates for regression methods on 
spectra should be able to deal with these problems. 
 
The most commonly used MVC technique for laboratory and industrial purposes is 
Partial Least Squares (PLS). PLS solves the ill-posed problem by performing regression 
on a new basis which is a linear combination of the original variables. Much research has 
been conducted on PLS to study important calibration issues such as feature selection, 
model transferability or its robustness to known and unknown external interferences (e.g. 
Wülfert et al., 1998; Swierenga, 2000; Witjes et al., 2000; Estienne & Massart, 2001; 
Felipe-Sotelo et al., 2003; Gusnanto et al., 2003; Hageman et al., 2003; Pérez Pavón et 
al., 2003). The advantages of PLS are that it is easy to use, it is fast, its basis allows some 
interpretation of underlying relationships present in the data, and to some extent, it can 
model weak nonlinearities. However, it has been shown that PLS is not necessarily the 
best performing approach (Wentzell & Vega-Montoto, 2003), especially if nonlinear 
calibration has to be performed (Centner et al., 2000; Despagne et al., 2000).  
 
Recently, Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have been introduced as promising 
alternatives to the existing linear and nonlinear MVC approaches (Vapnik, 1995, 1998; 
Smola & Schölkopf, 1998; Schölkopf & Smola, 2002). Originally, SVMs have been 
developed for binary classification but their principles can be extended for regression 
purposes. Yet, in the field of analytical chemistry or chemometrics only a few 
applications of SVM regression have been reported (e.g. Belousov et al., 2002a,b; Lukas 
et al., 2002; Song et al., 2002; Thissen et al., 2003; Thissen et al., 2004). SVMs have the 
advantage that these can deal with ill-posed problems and lead to global models that are 
often unique. Furthermore, due to their specific formulation, sparse solutions can be 
found and both linear and nonlinear regression can be performed. However, finding the 
final SVM model can be computationally very difficult because it requires the solution of 
a set of nonlinear equations (Quadratic Programming). As a simplification of this 
approach, Suykens et al. (1999, 2002) have proposed the use of Least Squares SVM (LS-
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SVM). LS-SVM has been proposed as a class of kernel machines related to many other 
well-known techniques (e.g. kernel Fisher Discriminant Analysis, Principal Component 
Analysis, Canonical Correlation Analysis, PLS, or recurrent neural networks). It is also 
closely related to Gaussian processes and regularization networks but uses an 
optimisation approach similar as in SVMs. It encompasses similar advantages as SVM 
but its additional advantage is that it requires solving a set of only linear equations 
(Linear Programming) which is much easier and computationally very simple. 
  
The main goal of this chapter is to demonstrate the use of LS-SVM as a relatively new 
multivariate calibration technique. As an example case, a well-known important 
analytical chemical problem is used. The problem considered deals with the use of 
experimental data for multivariate calibration which are affected by unavoidable 
(nonlinear) interferences. In order to obtain reliable calibration models, it is important to 
obtain models that are robust against those interferences. One specific example of this 
problem has been introduced by Wülfert et al. (1998) in which NIR spectra of a ternary 
mixture are affected nonlinearly by temperature-induced spectral variations. In the 
literature, various approaches have been described to solve this specific problem but 
promising results have only been obtained using nonlinear regression approaches 
(Wülfert et al., 2000a, 2000b; Swierenga et al., 2000; Marx & Eilers, 2002; Eilers & 
Marx, 2003; Thissen et al., 2004). Because the reported results are still not completely 
satisfying, the second goal of this chapter is to contribute to the solution of this problem 
using LS-SVM. The excellent performance of LS-SVM has been demonstrated and 
compared with the published results. 
 
6.2 Theory 
The theory of LS-SVMs and its predecessor have been described clearly in the following 
references: Suykens et al. (2002) and Schölkopf & Smola (2002), respectively. For this 
reason, this section only shows the important elements of performing multivariate 
calibration with LS-SVM using these references. First, in general its relation is discussed 
with standard statistical methods from the point of view of solving ill-posed problems. 
These kinds of problems occur if fewer measurements are taken (i.e. less objects) than the 
number of variables or if the variables measured are (strongly) correlated. This is 
typically the case when spectra are measured. Next, the approach for linear and nonlinear 
regression is explained, followed by a discussion of the important characteristics and 
advantages of LS-SVMs.  
 
In general, there are two ways to solve ill-posed problems (Frank & Friedman, 1970; 
Hastie et al., 2001). The first way is to perform regression on a basis with a lower 
dimension than the original one. Well-known examples are PLS or Principal Component 
Regression (PCR) that use PLS-factors or PCs to define the new basis, respectively. The 
second way to solve ill-posed problems is to shrink the regression coefficients by 
imposing a penalty on their values. A well-known regression method making use of this 
approach is Ridge Regression (RR; Hoerl & Kennard, 1970).  
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In principle, LS-SVM always fits a linear relation (y = wx + b) between the regressors (x) 
and the dependent variable (y). Similar to RR, the best relation is the one which 
minimizes the cost function, Q, containing a penalized regression error term:  
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The first part of this cost function is a so-called L2-norm on the regression weights. Using 
this norm, weight values are penalized quadratically and it aims at coefficients that are as 
small as possible. The second term takes into account the regression error, ei, for all of 
the n training objects (the standard least squares error approach). The relative weight of 
this part compared to the first part is indicated by the parameter γ which has to be 
optimised by the user. The third part gives the definition of the regression error to be the 
difference between the true and predicted values and this can be seen as a constraint. For 
a comparison, note that the traditional SVM approach defines the regression error 
differently by neglecting all regression errors smaller than ±ε (the ε-insensitive loss 
function, Vapnik, 1995). It is this difference in error definitions that make the LS-SVM 
optimisation problem computationally much easier than the original SVM solution. 
Furthermore, the value of parameter ε does not have to be optimised for LS-SVM which 
is the case for SVMs. 
 
The crucial difference between Ridge Regression and LS-SVM depends on the approach 
followed to solve the optimisation of the cost function. Ridge Regression solves this 
problem by simply setting the first derivative to zero. The LS-SVM approach considers 
this problem to be a constrained optimisation problem and uses a Lagrangian function to 
solve it:  
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In this Lagrangian (L), the first two parts are the cost function as defined earlier but the 
Lagrangian is extended with the constraint multiplied by so-called Lagrange multipliers, 
αi. Each Lagrange multiplier corresponds to a certain training point. In order to obtain the 
final LS-SVM solution, the partial first derivatives of this Lagrangian function are taken 
and are set to zero. For further details about this approach, the reader is referred to 
Suykens et al. (2002). However, an important subresult of this approach is that the weight 
coefficients, w, can be written as an expansion of the Lagrange multipliers with the 
corresponding training objects, xi: 
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Using the Lagrangian, the approach comes down to finding values for the Lagrange 
multipliers that solve the problem rather than finding the weight, w, as in Ridge 
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Regression. So, when filling in this expression into the original regression line (y = wx + 
b), the following result is obtained: 
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where the inner product of xi and x is indicated by xxi , . From Suykens et al. (2002), it 
can be seen that the Lagrange multipliers can be defined as: 
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Finding these Lagrange multipliers is very simple as opposed to the SVM approach in 
which a more difficult relation has to be solved to obtain these values. As can be seen 
from Equations 3 and 5, usually all Lagrange multipliers are nonzero which means that 
all training objects contribute to the solution (these are all support vectors). Furthermore, 
training objects that are located far away from the regression line (relatively high 
prediction errors) highly influence the location of this line. For this reason, the 
corresponding Lagrange multipliers are also relatively high (proportional to their 
prediction error). As discussed before, SVMs neglect all regression errors of the training 
objects that are smaller than ε.  As a result, the corresponding Lagrange multipliers are 
zero which means that a sparse solution can be obtained: the final result only depends on 
a fraction of the training objects.  
  
The advantage of solving the optimisation problem in terms of the Lagrange multipliers is 
that the final model can be written as a weighted linear combination of the inner product 
between the training points and a new test object, x. The entry of the data in inner 
products is very important because of two reasons. The first one is that the dimension of 
the objects (i.e. the number of variables) does not appear in the problem to be solved and 
large dimensional data can therefore be used without numerical problems. The second 
reason is that it easily allows nonlinear regression as an extension of the linear approach. 
The latter step is performed by replacing the inner product, xxi , , by a so-called kernel 
function: K(xi,x). If this function meets certain conditions (Mercer’s conditions), the 
kernel implicitly determines both a nonlinear mapping, x→φ(x), and the corresponding 
inner product: φ(xi)Tφ(x) (Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor, 2000). This leads to the following 
nonlinear regression function: 
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In principle, the nonlinear mapping can become infinite dimensional. For this case and if 
many variables are present, solving this equation is particularly useful. However, for 
linear cases with not too much variables, equation 1 can also be used. 
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Finding the nonlinear mapping explicitly (i.e. without using kernels) can be very 
troublesome because for all input variables of the data, the specific mapping has to be 
known. This is especially difficult if the data are high dimensional such as spectra. 
Kernels typically used are the polynomial function, di xx , , or the radial basis function, ( )σ2x-x-exp 2i  which is a Gaussian curve. As can be seen, each kernel is associated 
with a kernel-specific parameter. For the polynomial and RBF kernels, these parameters 
are the degree of the polynomial (d) and the width of the Gaussian function (σ), 
respectively. So instead of calculating a specific mapping for each dimension of the data, 
the problem comes down to selecting a proper kernel function and optimising its specific 
parameter. 
Important advantages of the LS-SVM approach are that it leads to a global solution which 
is often unique (Suykens et al., 2002). This is similar to PLS but an advantage over neural 
networks, for example. Furthermore, the dimension of the input data becomes irrelevant 
due to the inner product and therefore nonlinear regression can be performed easily. This 
is a direct result from using the Lagrangian theory to solve the penalized cost function. 
As result, this approach requires finding the Lagrange multipliers which give a measure 
of the importance of a training object to the solution. A subselection of the most 
important training objects can be found by pruning the Lagrange multipliers. In this way, 
a sparse solution can be obtained. For SVMs, the deselection of irrelevant training objects 
follows inherently from the specific formulation of the cost function. Finally, the 
(nonlinear) LS-SVM regression model can be found by solving a set of linear equations 
which is easy. 
 
Note that, in contrast to the Lagrange multipliers, the choice of a kernel and its specific 
parameters together with γ do not follow from the optimisation problem but have to be 
tuned by the user. These can be optimised by the use of Vapnik-Chervonenkis bounds, 
crossvalidation, an independent optimisation set, or Bayesian learning (Schölkopf & 
Smola, 2002; Suykens et al., 2002).  
 
6.3 Experimental 
 
6.3.1 Software 
All calculations have been performed using Matlab. LS-SVM was performed using the 
Matlab/C toolbox of Pelckmans et al. (2002). For SVM, a Matlab toolbox was used 
developed by Gunn (1997).  
 
6.3.2 Data  
The data set used was originally described by Wülfert et al. (1998). For the data set, NIR 
spectra were measured of ternary mixtures of ethanol, water, and iso-propanol. For these 
data, nineteen different combinations of mole fractions are analysed in a wavelength 
range of 850-1049 nm with a 1 nm resolution. Each mixture is measured at 30, 40, 50, 60, 
and 70 ˚C (± 0.2 ˚C). It could be observed that measuring the spectra at different 
temperatures lead to nonlinear spectral variations and for this reason, relations between 
spectra from different temperatures cannot be made straightforward. The training set 
contains 13 mixtures per temperature while the independent test set contains 6 mixtures 
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per temperature. The spectra have been baseline corrected and meanscaled. Using these 
data, in principle, two types of regression models can be made: global and local models. 
The global models are set up with training data from all the temperatures (65 objects) and 
are used to predict the (dimensionless) mole fractions at any temperature. In contrast, the 
local models are set up on basis of the training set from one temperature (13 objects), 
while predicting mole fractions of the test set for exclusively the same temperature. 
Obviously, in order to span the complete temperature range, as many local models as 
temperatures have to be made. Optimising the models has been done by crossvalidation 
on the training set while the final prediction error has been based on the independent test 
set. 
 
6.4 Results 
 
6.4.1 Optimising the LS-SVM  
As discussed above, the optimal LS-SVM model is obtained by finding the Lagrange 
multipliers which follow from minimizing the cost function using the Lagrange 
optimisation procedure. However, minimizing the cost function is preceded by a 
definition of model parameters that influence the cost function: γ (the relative weight of 
the regression error) and d or σ (kernel parameters of the RBF or the polynomial kernel, 
respectively). In this chapter, the optimal parameters are found from an intensive grid 
search. In practice, this numerical approach is the most common one used. The result of 
this grid search is an error-surface spanned by the model parameters. A robust model is 
obtained by selecting those parameters that give the lowest error in a smooth area.  
 
In this chapter, LS-SVM uses the often used Gaussian kernel (RBF). In order to find the 
optimal model parameters, for each of the three mixture compounds a grid search is 
performed on basis of 15-fold crossvalidation on the training set. The resulting LS-SVM 
models were very similar concerning their support vectors. For the RBF parameter (σ), a 
series has been used of 0.1-2.5 with incremental steps of 0.1. For the γ, two different 
ranges have been used: 50-500 in steps of 50 and from 5·103-150·103 in steps of 2.5·103. 
In this way, parameter optimisation was performed in different orders of magnitude. 
Because the grid search has been performed over just two parameters, a contour plot of 
the optimisation error can be visualised easily (Figure 1). This is an advantage of LS-
SVMs over SVMs in which three parameters have to be optimised. From the figure, it can 
be seen that the optimisation error decreases on the diagonal from a high σ to a high γ. 
The optimal parameter settings can now be selected from: (1) a smooth subarea with (2) a 
low prediction error. Similar error plots have been derived for the LS-SVM models when 
forecasting the mole fractions of water and 2-propanol. From these error plots, the 
following results are obtained for ethanol, water, and 2-propanol: γ = 80500, σ = 0.6; γ = 
73000, σ = 0.6; γ = 150500, σ = 0.7, respectively. From these results, it appears that a 
relative large weight is given to the second part of the cost function due to the usage of a 
high γ. This means that emphasis has been put on obtaining low prediction errors whilst 
retaining possibly high weight coefficients. In principle, this again bears the risk of 
overfitting but in this chapter it is avoided by using crossvalidation for optimisation and 
by invoking an independent test set to report the final results. 
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Figure 1. A contour plot of the optimisation error for LS-SVM when optimising the parameters γ and σ for 
the prediction of ethanol using a global model. The dot indicates the selected optimal settings. 
 
6.4.2 Multivariate Calibration Results 
When spectra are affected by unknown (nonlinear) interferences, the performance of 
MVC methods can deteriorate and invalid conclusions might be drawn. Obviously, this is 
an unwanted situation which needs to be avoided. For an illustrative example in which 
NIR spectra are affected nonlinearly by different temperatures, the literature shows 
several approaches to make robust MVC methods based on PLS which will be reviewed 
shortly. In this case, robust means the ability to make accurate predictions irrespectively 
of the temperature.  
 
The first approaches for this problem were to use either global or local models (Wülfert et 
al., 1998). A global model has been made for all temperatures at once while local models 
have been set up for each possible temperature separately. Furthermore, attempts have 
been made to correct for the temperature influence by taking it into account explicitly as 
an extra variable, by performing robust variable selection or by removing its influence 
with wavelets (Wülfert et al., 2000a). Variable selection has also been performed using 
simulated annealing (Swierenga et al., 2000). In another PLS based application, 
continuous piecewise direct standardization (CPDS) has been applied to remove 
nonlinear temperature effects (Wülfert et al., 2000b). The first nonlinear MVC approach 
used for this problem was a two dimensional penalized signal regression method (TPSR; 
Eilers & Marx, 2003). TPSR uses a joined wavelength-temperature domain to determine 
the regression coefficients for an arbitrary temperature (global approach). In fact, this is 
an extension of the one-dimensional PSR which uses a newly formed basis of B-splines 
and forces the coefficients to vary smoothly with the wavelengths. Additionally, for a fair 
comparison with LS-SVMs, ‘traditional’ SVMs have also been used to make a global 
model (Thissen et al., 2004).  
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Figure 2 shows a selection of the prediction results gathered directly from the literature. 
This selection contains the local PLS model (PLS Local) which is the best PLS approach 
described. Furthermore, the global PLS method (PLS Global) is included to enable a fair 
comparison with the other global methods. The optimal number of PLS factors for these 
models have been stated in the original papers and have been derived by crossvalidation. 
Finally the nonlinear approaches have been included as well (Global TPSR, SVM Global, 
and LS-SVM Global). 
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Figure 2. The calibration performances of different approaches from the literature together with the newly 
presented global model based on LS-SVM. The errors have been based on the independent test set (Wülfert 
et al., 1998). Note that these are dimensionless because the predicted variable represents a fraction. 
 
The figure shows that the nonlinear methods perform much better than the PLS based 
models and that the LS-SVM global model outperforms all others. When comparing PLS 
local (best PLS approach) with LS-SVM global (the overall best approach), the latter has 
an RMSEP which is a factor of 2.6 lower. Except for better prediction ability, the 
(nonlinear) global approaches have the additional advantage that one model can be used 
for all temperatures. When mutually comparing the nonlinear modelling techniques, both 
SVM and LS-SVM outperform TPSR (leading to an RMSEP which is a factor of 1.1 and 
1.3 lower, respectively). Finally, it can be seen that LS-SVM also performs better than its 
predecessor SVM which is an additional advantage to its computational simplicity when 
compared with SVMs. Probably, a better performance is obtained because LS-SVM can 
be optimised much more accurately due to its computational simplicity (less parameters 
and much faster). 
 
However, a possible advantage of SVMs over LS-SVMs is the fact that usually less 
support vectors than training objects are required in the model (sparseness). As it has 
been discussed above, LS-SVMs use all training objects in their final model and, hence, 
no sparseness is obtained. However, model sparseness can be reinforced by using one of 
the existing pruning techniques applied to the Lagrange multipliers (e.g. Suykens et al., 
2002; De Kruif & De Vries, 2003). When using the approach of Suykens et al. (2002), 
first the LS-SVM model is built using all training objects. In the next step, those training 
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objects are removed that are less relevant for the model, e.g. the objects corresponding to 
the lowest 5% of absolute Lagrange multiplier values. Next, this step is followed by a re-
estimation of the model after which again a certain number of training objects is 
removed. It should be stressed that re-estimation is a prerequisite to ensure that a new 
optimal model is found given a certain subset of (remaining) training objects. For this 
chapter, the LS-SVM models have been pruned until the point where the prediction errors 
start to increase (Figure 3). After pruning, the number of LS-SVM support vectors were 
37 (57%), 57 (88%), and 35 (54%) for ethanol, water, and 2-propanol, respectively. 
Pruning has been performed until an increase of the error of maximal 10% was achieved 
leading to an increase of 5·10-4, 5·10-4, and 6·10-4, as compared to the full model. An 
exception for this is water. When performing pruning, its prediction error increases 
relatively much. However, these results are still comparable to or better than those of 
SVM. Furthermore, from Thissen et al. (2004) it appears that for ethanol and 2-propanol, 
SVM uses similar numbers of support vectors (60% and 55%, respectively), however, for 
water the number of SVM support vectors is much smaller (41.5%). If the pruned LS-
SVM model should also contain this number of support vectors, the prediction error 
increased with 7.1·10-3 (~300%). The reason for this relatively high number of support 
vectors stems from the fact that the relative contributions of the training objects are more 
or less similarly relevant as compared to SVM. Therefore, removing only a few training 
objects can cause the prediction error to increase. Figure 5 (later on) also shows the 
important training objects to be more spread over the design. 
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Figure 3.  The logarithmic root mean square errors introduced when pruning the LS-SVM models for the 
prediction of Ethanol, Water, and 2-Propanol. Indicated with an asterisk is the number of support vectors 
used for the pruned model. Note that the y-axis is dimensionless because the predicted variable represents a 
fraction. 
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6.4.3 Model Interpretation  
The next step after having established a prediction model is to interprete the model. This 
can be done using the Lagrange multipliers. In this section, model interpretation is 
performed on the established SVM model from Thissen et al. (2004), the current LS-
SVM model, and the pruned LS-SVM model. From Figure 4 it follows that the relative 
importance of the training objects are very similar for SVM and LS-SVM (unpruned 
model) as is indicated by a correlation coefficient of 0.89 calculated for both sets of 
Lagrange multipliers. Training objects which are important for SVM are also important 
for LS-SVM. However, for LS-SVM also some objects are important that are irrelevant 
for SVM. For the pruned LS-SVM model, it appears that the relative importance of the 
training objects has changed and pruned series of Lagrange multipliers exhibit a 
correlation coefficient of only –0.12 as compared to the SVM model.  Only for a part, the 
irrelevant SVM training objects coincide with irrelevant ones for the pruned LS-SVM 
(e.g. 15, 17, 25, or 65).   
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Figure 4. The values of the Lagrange multipliers from the ethanol prediction models. The upper row shows 
the results for the SVM while the middle and bottom rows show the Lagrange multipliers for LS-SVM and 
the pruned LS-SVM, respectively. Similar results are obtained for the prediction of water and 2-propanol. 
 
Figure 5 shows the location of the most important training objects in the mixture design 
(as obtained from Wülfert et al., 1998) for SVM, LS-SVM and the pruned LS-SVM. In 
principle, for each model type, 15 mixture designs can be shown: for each of the three 
components to predict, five designs have been set up corresponding to the five different 
temperatures. Therefore, the importance of each mixture point has been obtained by 
adding the absolute values of each of the individual 15 mixture designs (and dividing it 
by the total value). The values shown therefore represent an overall value of 15 Lagrange 
multipliers. As a result, if some of these 15 Lagrange multipliers are set to zero,  the 
overall importance can still be significant. The reason to aggregate the individual results 
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for predicting different components into one figure is because the individual results were 
similar in sign and value. 
  
 
Figure 5. The relative importance of the training objects for the three types of (LS-)SVM models. The 
white circles indicate an importance of less than 5%. The light grey and dark grey circles indicate an 
importance of 5-10% and more than 10%, respectively.  
 
It can be seen that SVM mostly uses training objects with a high mole fraction of ethanol 
and iso-propanol and low mole fractions of water. This can be explained from the fact 
that the NIR spectra of ethanol and 2-propanol are similar while the one from water 
deviates much more (Wülfert et al., 1998). This means that it is more difficult to 
distinguish ethanol from 2-propanol than ethanol from water, for example. Hence, the 
reason why objects 8, 13, 17, 18, and 19 are hardly important for the SVM model stems 
from the fact that the water contribution can be predicted better and the corresponding 
prediction error is smaller than ε. In the latter case, this means that the corresponding 
Lagrange multiplier value equals zero (Vapnik, 1995). Due to the ε-insensitive error 
function, a very crisp distinction is created between important training objects and 
irrelevant ones. For the LS-SVM model, it appears that the importance of training points 
is spread over almost the whole design except for the mixtures with high water content. 
The prediction error of the latter samples is small and, hence, their importance is still 
negligible. For the pruned LS-SVM, the important training objects are again much more 
spread over the design. It is shown that after removing the less relevant objects, objects 
13 and 17 start to contribute more to the final model (this is possible because the 
importance of each mixture point is calculated from in total 15 points). This is caused by 
the fact that first many training objects with high water contents are removed because 
their contributions were only minor. This leaves only a few of these objects which again 
become relatively important (after a few re-modelling steps) in order to enable the 
prediction of the water content.  
 
So after having established the final LS-SVM model, the prediction time for new objects 
is related to the number of training objects in the data. Therefore, the prediction time for 
the standard LS-SVM model is higher than for the pruned LS-SVM model. This 
difference can play an important role if many training objects have been used and if 
prediction has to be performed on-line (i.e. fast). So, for those cases a pruned LS-SVM 
might be preferred over a regular LS-SVM. On the other hand, the unpruned LS-SVM 
allows a good interpretation of the model comparable to the traditional SVM. 
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6.5 Discussion and Conclusions 
This chapter proposes the use of LS-SVMs as a nonlinear calibration technique for 
solving ill-posed problems. Due to their good prediction abilities, LS-SVMs are 
promising techniques to use in (analytical) laboratories as well as industries to solve 
nonlinear multivariate calibration problems. An important application is the estimation of 
the quality of products from indirect but fast and reliable measurements such as spectra. 
This improves the common approach of determining the quality parameters physically 
which can be very time inefficient and allowing no on line monitoring of product quality.  
 
LS-SVM’s most important advantages are that these lead to global (and often unique) 
nonlinear models that can be calculated easily. Using a well-known analytical chemical 
test case, this chapter demonstrates the performance of LS-SVM. The test case relates to 
the difficult problem of relating temperature affected NIR spectra to other characteristics 
of interest. Compared to the previously applied modelling methods to solve this problem, 
LS-SVMs perform best. Furthermore, strategies have been described regarding the 
optimisation of the model, model pruning, and model interpretation. It appears that a 
pruned model can be obtained easily with a low prediction error. Additionally, the 
Lagrange multipliers can be used to interpret the importance of the training objects in the 
context of the considered analytical chemical problem. 
 
Furthermore, although not applied in this chapter, the extraction of the most informative 
regression features might also be a useful contribution to solve in a robust way nonlinear 
MVC problems. One way to obtain these results is to apply feature selection using 
optimisation methods such as Genetic Algorithms, Simulated Annealing, or Tabu Search 
(e.g. Hageman et al., 2003). However, another solution for LS-SVM might be the use of a 
slightly different cost function leading to automatic feature selection. In the different cost 
function, the L2-norm (sum of squared values) of the coefficients is replaced by an L1-
norm (sum of absolute values). The feature of an L1-norm is an inherent deselection of 
features because their coefficients are forced to zero. The L1-norm alternative to Ridge 
Regression is known as the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator Method 
(LASSO; Tibshirani, 1996). For SVMs, this approach can be applied as well (e.g. Song et 
al., 2002; Zhu et al., 2003). 
 
Finally, performing kernel-based nonlinear mapping is shown to perform well but, thus 
far, it is not used to retrieve physico-chemical information. Reconstructing the mapping 
according to Schölkopf et al. (1999), for example, and knowing what kind of mapping is 
preferred for specific features (e.g. spectral bands) can increase the knowledge of the 
problem. This in turn can give further directions to interpret and improve the results. 
Investigating this issue in combination with efficient feature selection, as discussed 
above, is one of the aspects, our future research will focus on. 
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7.1 Conclusions 
In this thesis, process chemometric approaches have been described to deal with 
nonlinearities and nonnormalities when performing process and product quality 
monitoring. As was discussed in this thesis, process chemometrics is a data-driven 
approach which requires the least detailed physico-chemical process information 
compared to so-called analytical or knowledge-based approaches. Valuable contributions 
of process chemometrics to the total field of process control are made by combining this 
data-driven approach with multivariate data analysis. Usually, the key technique in 
process chemometrics is the use of MSPC which offers a framework to evaluate the 
quality of a process or its products. Very appealing is the combination of MSPC with 
MVC. This enables the fast extraction and monitoring of important quality parameters or 
to perform process and product quality monitoring on parameters that are to be predicted 
in the future.  
 
Multivariate Statistical Process Control 
Given these considerations, this thesis first aims at possibly improving the framework of 
MSPC for fault detection. This can be done by using techniques that allow both nonlinear 
and linear multivariate data analysis but also loosen the strict assumption of using 
normally distributed data.  
• A first approach to improve the framework of MSPC has been made by using 
nonlinear mapping techniques on basis of bottleneck neural networks (i.e. nonlinear PCA 
counterparts). With this approach it is possible to accurately and efficiently map data in 
which parameters are correlated nonlinearly. Additionally, when using the nonlinear 
neural network based counterpart of PLS, both mapping and prediction can be performed 
nonlinearly. In chapter 2, a comparison of the nonlinear approaches with standard MSPC 
has been made. It could be concluded that the neural network based approach leads to a 
more efficient mapping in cases where nonlinear process data was present. 
• In chapter 3, the second contribution to the framework of MSPC consists of using 
mixture modelling to describe the NOC. Instead of describing the NOC with standard 
(only) one Gaussian, mixture modelling uses a mixture of Gaussians allowing a much 
more accurate description of nonnormally distributed NOCs. When using this approach, 
the optimal number of Gaussians to use and their specific parameters are derived 
automatically. Both MSPC and mixture modelling have been applied on a real-world 
industrial process. A much better performance of the mixture modelling approach 
supports the theoretical advantages as discussed in this chapter.  
So when adapting the framework of MSPC to allow both nonlinear and nonnormal data 
to be used, it follows from this thesis that a more general framework is obtained 
performing more efficiently and more accurately. However, the standard MSPC approach 
can be seen as a specific case of the new framework: linear mapping and the one 
Gaussian solution can still be obtained if required. 
 
Multivariate Calibration in Process Chemometrics 
The second goal of this thesis specifically investigates the theoretical and practical 
benefits of using SVMs and LS-SVMs for nonlinear MVC in process chemometrics.  The 
main motivation to use SVM and LS-SVM for calibration was their very appealing 
theoretical properties which are: (1) the possibility of dealing with ill-posed problems, (2) 
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performing both linear and nonlinear calibration, (3) global solutions which are often 
unique, and (4) sparse solutions either inherently to the method (SVM) or after applying 
pruning techniques (LS-SVM). For all applications, the SVM and LS-SVM were 
demonstrated to outperform a range of other well-known techniques. In general, the 
specific applications considered represent two types of calibration issues: (1) using low-
resolution data obtained from less advanced (and therefore cheaper) measurement devices 
and (2) performing robust calibration on measurements affected by unknown but 
nonlinear interferences.  
• In chapter 4, the use of SVMs is investigated for the prediction of quality parameters 
in time (time series prediction) to identify future process malfunctioning. The approach 
followed performed better than methods like autoregressive moving average (ARMA) 
and recurrent neural networks. 
• In addition (chapter 5), SVMs have also been applied as MVC methods to derive 
important product quality parameters from indirect measurements enabling online 
product quality monitoring outperforming various PLS-based approaches. However, as 
with many other nonlinear calibration techniques, SVMs require solving a relatively 
difficult optimisation problem which can be relatively slow. 
• As a possible solution to this problem, LS-SVMs have been developed to simplify the 
SVM optimisation problem without loosing any of its advantages. As a result, LS-SVMs 
do combine good (nonlinear) prediction performance with a simple and fast underlying 
optimisation mechanism that is usually only found in standard linear approaches. For a 
specific test case, LS-SVM has been demonstrated to result in the best solution, hence 
outperforming the nonlinear penalized signal regression (PSR) and SVM (chapter 6). 
 
So, based on their very good performances and their theoretical properties, LS-SVM and 
SVM are very promising techniques which should be considered as serious candidates for 
difficult multivariate calibration issues. Obviously, these do not have to be limited to the 
field of process chemometrics.  
 
General 
From the problem cases in this thesis, it can be concluded that the traditional multivariate 
approaches used in process chemometrics can be or even need to be improved. In this 
way these can accurately and efficiently deal with situations encountered in many 
industrial processes. One way to improve the standard approaches is to use nonlinear 
mapping and mixture modelling (i.e. without assuming a normal distribution) or to use 
nonlinear high efficient and robust MVC methods such as (LS-)SVMs. With these 
techniques, the data-driven approach of process chemometrics can extract even better 
useful information from the abundance of available data. The result is that process 
chemometrics can contribute more to the total field of process control ensuring optimal, 
safe, and economic plant operations with high-quality products.  
 
7.2 Future Prospects 
As discussed above, the strength of process chemometrics is the use of multivariate data 
analysis techniques which do not require detailed physico-chemical process information. 
This makes it flexible to be used widespread. However, this does not mean that process 
knowledge cannot contribute to successfully performing process chemometrics. On the 
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one hand, process knowledge can be obtained as prior knowledge from process engineers, 
while on the other hand, a chemical interpretation of the results obtained from statistical 
analysis can also lead to new insights that can again be used. In this thesis, to some 
extend, a physico-chemical interpretation of the results has been performed although it 
has focussed merely on the application of novel (combinations of) techniques in process 
chemometrics.  
 
For example, mixture modelling of the NOC might not only be used for fault detection 
but the results could also be used for a more in-depth physico-chemical process analysis. 
It has namely been shown that a group of clusters could be found that represent products 
with a higher quality than other groups of clusters. Finding the important parameters for 
each group can again give indications for specific process adaptation. In such a way a 
process can focus on operating with new settings leading to higher quality products. 
Furthermore, analysing different groups of product data can lead to a better understanding 
of the causes of low quality products (fault diagnosis). 
 
Another very interesting point of interpreting the statistical results deals with the models 
obtained from SVMs and LS-SVMs. The aim of this interpretation can be twofold. First, 
it is very useful to extract those variables that are most important for finding a good 
relation between the regressors and the dependent variables. From these variables, 
possibly chemical knowledge can be obtained from the system under study which can be 
used to simplify further measurements or to optimise problem solving. The most common 
approach for this is to (de)select specific variables according to an optimisation 
procedure. Optimisation criteria can then be derived from the principles of the method 
under study (e.g. Weston et al., 2000; Guyon et al., 2002; Rakotomamonjy, 2003). A 
different approach might be to adapt the (LS-)SVM cost function slightly in such a way 
that variable (de)selection follows automatically from finding the optimal model. This 
can be done by replacing the L2-norm on the calibration coefficients (sum of squared 
values) by an L1-norm (sum of absolute values). It is commonly known that the latter 
approach leads to an explicit deselecting of variables (e.g. Tibshirani, 1996; Hastie et al., 
2001; Song et al., 2002; Zhu et al., 2003). However, these have not been used 
widespread. Furthermore, as is discussed before, nonlinear calibration in (LS-)SVMs is 
performed by mapping the original data into a feature space in which a linear relation can 
be found between the regressors and the dependent variables. Using a kernel function, 
this mapping is done very efficiently. Nevertheless, no knowledge is obtained of the 
mapping or of the feature space itself. However, retrieving this information would help 
understanding the problem under study. As a result, the interaction between physico-
chemical parameters can be deduced. So, reconstructing the data in the original space 
from the feature space would be an interesting challenge when applying MVC in process 
chemometrics. An approach to obtain this result has been described by Schölkopf et al. 
(1999). Although statistical approaches have already (partly) been developed to extract 
this kind of information, (the combination of) these approaches have not been applied to 
understand or to improve industrial chemical processes.  
 
Furthermore, also some more practical issues might be investigated which relate to more 
practical issues of (LS-)SVMs. These might concern data preprocessing, selecting the 
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best optimisation method (e.g. crossvalidation, using Vapnik-Chervonenkis bounds, or 
Bayesian learning), and investigating the optimal object – variable ratio. In addition, it 
can be very useful to test the sensitivity of SVMs and LS-SVMs to model extrapolation.  
 
The final issue does not concern with an interpretation of the statistical results but 
discusses the aspect of dimension reduction in MSPC. When performing neural network 
based dimension reduction, this does not result in a unique solution. Furthermore, the 
basis vectors of the low dimensional space are usually not orthogonal. For this reason, 
kernel PCA might be applied in MSPC as a nonlinear extension of regular PCA 
(Schölkopf et al., 1998). In kernel PCA, the kernels bear the same function as in SVMs 
and LS-SVMs. Importantly, kernel PCA encompasses the same mathematical properties 
as standard PCA. These are a unique solution, an ordering of the eigenvectors with 
respect to their eigenvalues, an accurate representation of the original data by a limited 
number of principal components, and the orthogonality of the principal components. It 
might be worthwhile to compare and use different nonlinear mapping techniques for 
MSPC to evaluate their flexibilities and performances. However, with all mapping 
techniques the important issue remains of selecting the optimal number of reduced 
dimensions.  
 
As a concluding remark, it must be noticed that the issues described concerning SVMs 
and LS-SVMs require the use of statistical techniques that have already partly been 
developed. However, although not new, these techniques can still facilitate a more 
detailed interpretation of the underlying problem in terms of physico-chemical 
information. Furthermore, the techniques which are used in this thesis and their possible 
extensions discussed here can also be used in other fields of chemometrics. Possible 
examples are the use for Quantitative Structure Activity Relationships (QSAR) 
applications or for classification (e.g. in microarrays or for tumour classification on basis 
of magnetic resonance imaging). 
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Summary 
 
For every industrial process, it is of paramount interest to online monitor the performance 
of the process and to assess the quality of the products made. These issues are essential to 
ensure optimal, safe and economically competitive plant operations leading to high-
quality products. In order to meet these requirements, the field of process control works 
on understanding and improving industrial processes. Process chemometrics can be seen 
as an important contributor to the field of process control. In this framework, this thesis 
focuses on the application, development, and new combinations of chemometric 
approaches for industrial process control. 
 
The key approach in process chemometrics is the use of multivariate statistical process 
control (MSPC). This technique plays an important role in process chemometrics, not 
only for fault detection, but also for the closely related steps of fault identification, fault 
diagnosis, fault estimation, and fault reconstruction. Additionally, in order to enable 
online and early fault detection it is often necessary to derive the process or product 
parameters in an indirect way using multivariate calibration (MVC) methods. On the one 
hand, this makes it possible to predict future parameters on basis of current and past 
parameter values (time series prediction). On the other hand, MVC allow important 
process or product parameters to be obtained from parameters that can be measured easily 
but only give indirect information. However, the drawbacks of the methods described 
above are that MSPC only uses linear multivariate analysis techniques and strictly 
assumes the data to be normally distributed. In the past it has been shown that these 
assumptions might not always be valid. Furthermore, many MVC methods used are also 
linear or do not result in global or unique solutions.  
 
For these reasons, the goal of this thesis is twofold: (1) possibly improving the framework 
of MSPC for fault detection which can be done by using techniques that allow both 
nonlinear and linear multivariate data analysis but also loosen the strict assumption of 
using normal distributed data and (2) investigating the theoretical and practical benefits 
of using Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and Least Squares SVMs (LS-SVMs) for 
nonlinear MVC in process chemometrics. 
 
Chapters 2 and 3 deal with approaches to possibly improve the framework of MSPC. In 
chapter 2, a first approach is described to use nonlinear mapping techniques in MSPC on 
basis of bottleneck neural networks (i.e. nonlinear counterparts of PCA and PLS). In 
these approaches, it is possible to accurately and efficiently map data in which parameters 
are correlated nonlinearly and also prediction can be performed nonlinearly. In chapter 3, 
mixture modelling is used to describe the NOC with a mixture of Gaussians instead of 
only one. Here, the strict assumption of normality is lost and better results are obtained 
compared to standard MSPC techniques.  
 
In chapters 4, 5, and 6, the use of SVMs and LS-SVMs are investigated to perform 
nonlinear MVC in process chemometrics. SVMs and LS-SVMs have been selected due to 
their very appealing theoretical properties. In chapter 4, SVMs have been used and 
compared to other methods for the prediction of quality parameters in time (time series 
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prediction). Better performances than other methods have been obtained in identifying 
future process malfunctioning. Additionally, chapter 5 shows the use of SVM to obtain 
important product quality parameters from product spectra as indirect measurements. 
Nonlinear calibration (as with SVM) appeared to lead to more accurate and robust results 
than when using other (PLS-based) models. Chapter 6 proposes to use LS-SVMs for 
MVC as an alternative to SVMs. LS-SVMs bear the same advantages as SVMs but are 
much easier to train and to optimise leading to better results. 
 
Finally, in chapter 7, the conclusions of this thesis have been given in the context of the 
research goals stated, together with possible directions for future research. 
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Samenvatting 
 
Voor ieder industrieel proces is het van groot belang om online de kwaliteit van het 
proces en van de producten te schatten. Dit is essentieel om optimale, veilige en 
economisch rendabele industriële processen te garanderen die leiden tot producten met 
een hoge kwaliteit. Om aan deze eisen te voldoen wordt in het wetenschapsgebied van de 
proces controle gewerkt aan het begrijpen en verbeteren van industriële processen. De 
proceschemometrie levert hieraan een belangrijke bijdrage. In dit kader worden in dit 
proefschrift de toepassing, ontwikkeling en enkele nieuwe combinaties beschreven van 
chemometrische methoden voor industriële proces controle. 
 
Zeer belangrijk in de proceschemometrie is het gebruik van de techniek multivariate 
statistische proces controle (MSPC). Deze is niet alleen belangrijk voor de detectie van 
procesafwijkingen maar ook voor de identificatie (welke afwijking treedt op), de 
diagnose (wat is de oorzaak), de schatting (wat is de grootte) en de reconstructie ervan 
(welke correctie is noodzakelijk). Voor het online vaststellen van procesafwijkingen in 
een vroeg stadium is het vaak noodzakelijk om proces- of productparameters op een 
indirecte manier te bepalen met behulp van multivariate calibratie (MVC) methoden. Aan 
de ene kant wordt het hierdoor mogelijk om toekomstige parameters te schatten op basis 
van huidige parameters of parameters uit het verleden (tijdserievoorspelling). Aan de 
andere kant wordt het mogelijk om belangrijke product of procesparameters te bepalen 
met behulp van andere parameters die makkelijk te meten zijn maar alleen indirecte 
informatie geven. De nadelen van MSPC zijn dat alleen lineaire multivariate analyse 
technieken gebruikt worden met de aanname van normaal verdeelde data. In het verleden 
is echter aangetoond dat dit niet altijd tot de beste resultaten leidt. Vergelijkbare nadelen 
gelden voor veel MVC methoden. Deze zijn ook lineair of leiden niet tot globale of 
unieke oplossingen.  
 
Als gevolg hiervan is het doel van dit proefschrift tweeledig: (1) het mogelijk verbeteren 
van de aanpak van MSPC voor het detecteren van procesafwijkingen waarbij gebruik 
gemaakt wordt van lineaire en niet-lineaire methoden voor de analyse van mogelijk niet-
normaal verdeelde data en (2) het onderzoeken van de theoretische en praktische 
voordelen van Support Vector Machines (SVMs) en Least Squares SVMs (LS-SVMs) 
voor niet-lineaire MVC in de proceschemometrie. 
 
In hoofdstukken 2 en 3 wordt beschreven op welke manier de MSPC aanpak mogelijk 
verbeterd kan worden. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een eerste aanpak beschreven van het 
gebruik van een niet-lineaire projectiemethode op basis van neurale netwerken als niet-
lineaire tegenhangers van principale componenten analyse (PCA) en partial least squares 
(PLS). Met deze aanpak is het mogelijk om accuraat en efficiënt data te projecteren met  
niet-lineair gecorreleerde parameters en tevens niet-lineaire regressie uit te voeren. In 
hoofdstuk 3 wordt mixture modelling gebruikt om de normal operating conditions (NOC) 
te beschrijven met een verzameling van Gaussfuncties in plaats van het gebruik van één 
Gaussfunctie. Deze aanpak gaat niet uit van de aanname van normaal verdeelde data en er 
kunnen betere resultaten behaald worden dan met standaard MSPC. 
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In hoofdstukken 4, 5 en 6 wordt de prestatie van SVMs en LS-SVMs onderzocht als 
mogelijke niet-lineaire MVC technieken in de proces chemometrie. Deze methoden zijn 
geselecteerd vanwege hun zeer goede theoretische eigenschappen. In hoofdstuk 4 worden 
SVMs gebruikt en vergeleken met andere methoden voor het voorspellen van kwaliteit 
parameters in de toekomst (tijdserievoorspelling). Als gevolg hiervan worden betere 
resultaten geboekt in het identificeren van toekomstige ongewenste proces afwijkingen. 
In hoofdstuk 5 worden SVMs gebruikt om belangrijke product kwaliteit parameters af te 
leiden uit indirecte metingen (product spectra). In dit geval leiden niet-lineaire regressie 
methoden tot meer accurate en robuustere resultaten dan wanneer andere (PLS 
gebaseerde) modellen gebruikt worden. LS-SVMs worden in hoofdstuk 6 voorgesteld als 
een alternatief voor SVMs in MVC. Deze hebben dezelfde voordelen als SVMs maar ze 
zijn beter te optimaliseren en te trainen wat leidt tot betere resultaten.  
 
Tenslotte worden in hoofdstuk 7 de conclusies van dit proefschrift gegeven in het kader 
van de gestelde onderzoeksdoelen. Tevens worden mogelijkheden voor toekomstig 
onderzoek beschreven. 
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